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Abstract

In this thesis we present the first approach to concurrently optimize cost and quality aspects of the manu¬

facturing process for electronic products using high-density packaging. Quality in this context defines the

ratio of perfectly working units to all delivered units after all phases of a manufacturing test and details how

well a product can comply with its specifications.

In order to calculate cost and quality metrics for high-density packaging processes, description models

have been developed. The most promising approach found was process-oriented cost modeling, due to

its applicability to all existing and future HDP technologies. We further examined different high-density

packaging (HDP) processes in order to identify the main "building blocks" for such processes. Since in

most cases HDP process interactions are described as flow graphs, we used a Petri net approach, a specific

type of graph especially suited for production modeling. This approach has been implemented as graphical

description language called MOE. Case studies using MOE have shown that different processes can easily
be compared and optimized in terms of cost/quality.

To compare cost/quality results, a ranking scheme had to be found. Selecting the Pareto approach, we

pleaded for "true" multi-objective optimization to avoid possible compensation of underperforming ob¬

jectives and to enable search space exploration. Whereas for a small number of alternatives a "manual"

search may be applicable, for most cases an automated method as search support is desirable. We have

implemented this method using a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. The results prove that by using
our optimization method significant improvements can be achieved compared to existing search algorithms
and solutions. Combining for the first time the Pareto scheme with a cost/quality trade-off, a method has

been created to identify turning points where further quality improvements no longer make sense from an

economical point of view.

An extension of the proposed methodology to more general problems such as contract manufacturing
and system partitioning has been presented. This extension requires the introduction of the additional met¬

rics "product design/manufacturing time" and "production volume". Whereas volume investigations can be

conducted as a parametric sampling of solutions, the production time should instead be included as a third

optimization objective. A time calculation model similar to the cost has been outlined. We have demon¬

strated that these additional metrics can easily be integrated into the existing framework.

Even if no detailed process parameters are available, it is at least possible to determine the Pareto-front

type and therefore the inherent optimization potential. The benefits of the proposed cost/quality trade-off

methodology have been demonstrated with various examples and a case study on the manufacturing process

of a next-generation Smart Card. The case study provided general information on the cost/quality structure

of a completely new Smart Card process and evaluated various improvement strategies.



Zusammenfassung

Diese Dissertation präsentiert zum ersten Mal eine Methode, Kosten- und Qualitätsaspekte eines Herstel¬

lungsprozesses für hochdichte Aufbau- und Verbindungstechnik (AVT) gemeinsam zu optimieren. Qualität
ist in diesem Zusammenhang als das Verhältnis von voll funktionsfähigen Systemen zu der Gesamtzahl von

nach allen abgeschlossenen Tests ausgelieferten Systemen zu verstehen und damit ein Maß dafür, wie gut

ein System mit seinen Qualitätsspezifikationen übereinstimmt.

Zur Berechnung der Kenngrößen Kosten und Qualität wurden eigene Modelle entwickelt, die in der gra¬

fische Modellierungssprache mit Namen MOE umgesetzt worden sind. Als geeigneter Weg wurde dabei

eine prozessorientierte Kostenmodellierung gewählt, um die Anwendbarkeit auf existierende und künftige
AVT'en zu gewährleisten. Ausserdem wurden verschiedene AVT-Prozesse untersucht, um die wichtigsten
Grundbausteine zu identifizieren. Da in den allermeisten Fällen AVT-Prozesse als Ablaufdiagramme darge¬
stellt werden, wurde ein modifiziertes Petri-Netz zur Modelierung herangezogen, daß ebenfalls auf der den

Ablaufdiagrammen zugrunde liegenden Graphentheorie aufbaut. Begleitende Beispiele haben gezeigt, daß

mithilfe von MOE auf einfache Art verschiedene AVT-Prozesse hinsichtlich Kosten und Qualität miteinan¬

der verglichen werden können.

Um verschiedene Kosten-/Qualitätsergebnisse gegeneinander einordnen zu können, wurde das Pareto-

Schema benutzt. Durch dieses Schema wird eine "echte" Mehrzieloptimierung angestrebt, die un¬

erwünschte Kompensation von ungenügenden Zielen vermeidet und ein Erforschen des Designraumes er¬

laubt. Da ein "manuelles" Erforschen nur bei einer kleinen Anzahl von sinnvollen Möglichkeiten prakti¬
kabel ist, ist die Verfügbarkeit eines automatischen Suchalgorithmus wünschenswert. Diese Unterstützung
ist in Form eines Mehrziel-Evolutionsalgorithmus implementiert worden. Die erzielten Resultate zeigen,
daß der Algorithmus deutliche Verbesserungen gegenüber manuell gewählten Lösungen bringt. Durch eine

erstmalige Verbindung des Pareto-Schemas mit einer Kosten-/Qualitätsabwägung ist es nun möglich, den

Wendepunkt zu identifizieren, nach dem weitere Qualitätsverbesserungen ökonomisch keinen Sinn mehr

machen.

Eine Erweiterung der vorgestellten Methodik befasst sich mit eher generellen Problemstellungen wie der

Auftragsfertigung und Systempartitionierung. Die Erweiterung sieht die Einführung von Produktentwick-

lungs- und Herstellungszeit und Herstellungsvolumen als weitere Rechengrößen vor. Während das Her¬

stellungsvolumen als parametrische Größe einbezogen werden kann, sollte die Produktentwicklungs- und

Herstellungszeit als ein echtes Optimierungsziel herangezogen werden. Ein Zeitberechnungsmodell analog
zum Kostenberechnungsmodell wurde vorgeschlagen. Eine Integration dieser Erweiterung in die bestehen¬

de Modellierungsprache ist mit geringem Aufwand zu bewerkstelligen.

Auch wenn keine detaillierten Prozessinformationen vorhanden sein sollten, ist es wenigstens möglich,

grundsätzliche Aussagen über den Typ der Pareto-Front und somit über Optimierungspotentiale zu ma¬

chen. Die Vorteile der vorgestellten Optimierungsmethodik wurden durch verschiedene kleine Beispiele
illustriert und anhand einer Fallstudie über der Herstellungsprozess einer neuartigen Smart Card deutlich

gemacht.
NachderFallstudiewaresmöglich,grundsätzlicheAussagenzurKosten-undQualitätsstruktureinesneuartigenSmartCardProzesseszumachenundverschiedeneVerbesserungsstrategienzuevaluieren.
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Introduction

This framework describes the development of a trade-off methodology between cost and quality for high-

density packaged (HDP) subsystems and modules early in the design cycle. The framework can be divided

in two major parts, with the derivation of the cost and quality metrics on the one hand, and the description
of the tradeoff methodology on the other.

This chapter introduces the technologies used for HDPs, shows how design concepts have to cope with

the special needs of these technologies motivating the need for a cost/quality trade-off, revisits existing
work in the cost/quality modeling field, and finally defines the research objectives.

1.1. High Density Packaging

Looking at today's consumer electronics products, such as mobile telephones [1, 2] and personal digital
assistants (PDAs) [3], we see that next to improvements in electrical, thermal, and computational perfor¬
mance there is a continuous trend towards miniaturization. This miniaturization is achieved mainly using

high-density packaging technologies for the core electronic part of the product, enabling the outer housing
to shrink as well. We refer to the core part as the "system", since it contains the vital functions of an elec¬

tronic product [4]. A single function of this product is called a "subsystem". Examples for such functions

can be computation, communication, and navigation subsystems [5, 6, 7, 8].

Technologies

Fig. 1.1 summarizes the current number of technology options to implement a miniaturized electronic sys¬

tem. After deciding on the component itself, using either standard devices, application specific ICs (ASICs),
or programmable logic, the component has to be connected to other components and/or the outside world.

This connection is made by means of packaging and interconnect methods.

However, the fine interconnect structures and pad pitches on ICs cannot be directly transferred to actual

printed circuit boards (PCB), see Tables 1.1 and 1.2. Instead, they require a large pitch adaptation area ("fan

out"). Therefore, traditional Integrated Circuit (IC) packages, such as Quad Flat Packs (QFPs), are much

larger as the IC itself.

HDP on the other hand comprises all technologies that minimize the adaptation area, thus increasing
the packaging density of today's electronics systems. Various HDP technologies are available.

The foremost representatives of HDP technologies are all direct chip attachment technologies where

the bare chip is attached to a substrate or a PCB eliminating the intermediate package [11]. Direct chip
attachment features interconnection from the chip to the next level using

Wire Bonding (WB), connecting the chip with the next level by means of a small aluminum or gold wire;
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System

Standard

Components

Programmable

Logic

Substrate on Chip

Component

(Bare Die)

Wirebond

- Wedge

-Ball

TAB

- Face up/down

- Single/Multilayer

- Demountable

Flip Chip
- Adhesive

- Metallurgical

Single Chip Package
-PGA, BGA, QFP, TSOP, SSOP, SOJ

- Chip Size and Scale Packages

Interconnect

- Laminate

- Thick Film

- Thin Film

Connection to Next Level

-Bonding

-Leads or Balls on Interconnect

- Package

Multi Chip Module

Figure 1.1: Overview on technology optionsfor hardware implementation ofhigh-densitypackaging ([9]

after [10]).

Flip Chip (FC), flipping the chip (hence the name) and

• soldering the chip to the next level by means of small bumps, studs, or springs,

• or gluing the chip to the substrate using either isotropic or anisotropic Conductive Adhesives

(CA);

Tape Automated Bonding (TAB), contacting the chip to a lead frame that is in turn attached to the next

level.

But also

Chip Size/Scale Packages (CSPs), increasing the chip size up to 20%, and other fine pitch packages can

be used to miniaturize a system or subsystem. These types of packages do not offer the same degree
of density as direct chip attach, but they allow easier handling and (supposedly) higher yield than

bare dies, since the package facilitates IC testing. Lately, an especially large number of CSPs pack¬

aged on the wafer level have emerged [12]: Super CSP (Fujitsu), UltraCSP (FlipChipTechnologies),
ShellCSP (Shellcase), wsCSP (Amkor Anam), uBGA (Tessera), MOST (Form Factor), etc. Whereas

all packages fulfill the high-density requirements, they differ in terms of cost and quality, due to their

different build-up [12].

Because direct chip attach and fine-pitch components bring the ICs high interconnect density to the next

level, this next level also requires high-density interconnect PCBs and substrate types, such as

thinlilm, also referred to as MCM-D(eposited),

ceramics or MCM-C(eramics), and

SBU, orMCM-L(aminate)[13].
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While ceramics substrates have still remained a technology on their own, divided into high and low tem¬

perature co-fired ceramics (HTCC and LTCC), the distinction between thinfilm and laminate substrates has

become somewhat blurred. Recently, laminates have also become used as base material for thinfilm pro¬

cesses, and thinfilm technologies are employed to increase the interconnect density of laminate substrates

[14, 15].
An overview on HDP technologies is given in Fig. 1.2, Tables 1.1 and 1.2; detailed information can be

found in [16]. From the tables we can see that there is some overlap in the technical properties, so different

technologies can be used to fulfill the specifications. Also, next to thermal and electrical properties different

processes and technologies come with different cost and yield.

(a) WireBonding (b) TAB (c) Flip Chip

(d) Chip SizePackage (e) StandardPackage (QFP) (f) SequentialBuild Up

(g) Ceramics (h) Thinfilm (1) Standard PCB

Figure 1.2: Overview ofHDP technologies.

Moreover, additional upcoming technologies driving system miniaturization are the integration of pas¬

sive components into the substrate (see e.g. [17]), of electro-optical interconnects [18], and of micro-electro¬

mechanical (MEMS) devices [19].
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Table 1.1: Comparison ofinterconnect technologies (2000).

Wire Flip TAB CSP Standard

Bond Chip Package

(e g QFP)

min I/O pitch [jam] 50 150 60 400 650

min substrate pad 120 same 200 same same

pitch [pm]

mounting serial

(2-10

bonds/sec)

parallel serial/

parallel

parallel parallel

electrical 1-5/0 2-0 6 0 1-0 2/ 1-3/0 2-0 6 A 0 3-2 3/ 6-7/0 5-1

performance 0 02-0 03 1-3/0 2-0 6 0 05-0 34 6-7/0 5-1

L [nH]/C [pF] B 0 07/1

mechanical support/ glob top underfill none underfill1? none

protection
A with interposer, B rerouted

Table 1.2: Comparison ofsubstrate technologies (2000).

SBU MCM-C/

Ceramics

MCM-D/

Thinfilm

Standard

PCB

min design rules^

[lim]

80/80/120 125/250/200 10/10/30 125/125/650

no layers 2*3 + PCB 15-30 2-5 8-30

dielectrics Epoxy/BCB
2 3-4 7

Alumina

6-10

BCB/PBO

2 7-3 5

Epoxy
47

base material^ FR4 Alumina high T9 laminate,

silicon, metal

FR4

price

(4 layers)

medium medium high
fa$/cm2

lowest

mcents/cm2

t line width/line spacing/via land

f drives mechanical properties, together with dielectric material

New Challenges

With this number of technologies, a paradigm shift has recently taken place in electronics manufacturing,
from technology-driven to application-driven. So far, many manufacturing companies have offered a spe¬

cific technology, such as MCM-C including wire bond assembly capabilities or PCB/MCM-L plus soldering

[20], accompanied by design capabilities for this technology. Each technology had its own application field:

• thinfilm + flip chip: expensive, high interconnect, used e.g. for mainframe computers (IBM S/360

[21]);

• ceramics: large number of interconnect layers, withstanding high temperatures, offering high di¬

electrics, used for RF, space, and automotive applications, but also for the early supercomputers;

• laminates : least capable technology in terms of interconnect density and manufacturing precision, but

offering lowest cost.

Designers were technology specialists, thriving to improve performance in a certain technology once it

had been adopted for a specific product.
But nowadays, the "high walls" between technology choices have become much lower: considering e.g.

interconnect density, advanced PCB processes have reached the capabilities formerly left to MCM-D tech¬

nologies [15]. For digital systems now, the System-on/in-a-package (SOP/SIP), where more than one IC

plus other components are integrated into a single package, competes
withSystem-on-a-chip(SOC),wherethesamefunctionalblocksareintegratedonasinglepieceofsemiconductor.Whenbothimplementationscandeliverthetechnicalperformance,"secondary"criteria,suchascost,time-to-market,andqualitybe¬comepredominant[22].
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Moreover, with new applications such as PDAs, GameBoys, communication devices as well as com¬

puting applications to be integrated in clothing, miniaturization has become a selling factor, and packaging
can be the key to system performance, e.g. for RF applications. Both designers and manufacturing compa¬

nies have to consider new technologies, processes, and design concepts to accomplish these goals, as the

customer "does not care for the technology".

Finally, a recent study claims that small and medium electronics manufacturers will have to broaden

their portfolio to include product responsibility in addition to only contract fabrication [23]. For major

players this strategy allows for growth also when most of the market is already captive [24].

Summarizing this section we find that

• the number of technology options to implement high-density systems has increased over the last ten

years, not only due to the advent of new solutions as e.g. CSPs, but also due to the diminishing

capability gap, such as the routing density of SBU advancing to those of ceramics and thinfilm,

• manufacturers are experiencing a paradigm shift from technology sellers to product designers, and in

this position they have to consider (at least to some degree) all of the technological options to make

sure the most suited technology has been chosen to realize a specific system.

The next section shows how this paradigm shift has been addressed.

1.2. Virtual Prototyping and Trade-off

Moving from fabrication of PCBs to fabrication of HDP substrates and from ordinary soldering to direct

chip attachment, the complexity grows due to the number of higher order precision processes required. Ex¬

amples for this increased complexity are the alignment of two PCB layers with 350um via land compared
to mask alignment for thinfilm substrates with 50um via land, or the placement of 0805 SMDs vs. 0201

SMDs). Moreover, rework and repair of HDP systems is more complicated than for PCBs using standard

SMD technology (see [21] for repair of thinfilm substrates). As a consequence, HDP fabrication takes more

time and is more expensive than standard PCB/SMD or even through-hole electronic manufacturing. Next

to that, the tolerance band for design features (e.g. noise margins) has narrowed due to higher signal fre¬

quencies, closer interconnect lines, and the choice of the least expensive technology delivering the required

performance. So designers cannot rely upon a design that "has been found to work" instead of analyzing all

working conditions. This increase in complexity and cost of manufacturing HDP systems and the decrease

in tolerance makes it necessary to switch from a "correct-by-verification" approach to a "correct-by-design"
solution [25].

Virtual Prototyping - Exploration of the Design Space

Thus, already early in the design cycle possible implementations have to be analyzed carefully to select the

most promising ones. This problem has been addressed using the concept of "virtual prototyping" [25]:

"..., which allows designers to define and test system attributes prior to large design or

fabrication investments."

An overview of early design issues to be covered for the analysis of a virtual prototype and their inter¬

actions is given in Fig. 1.3 [26].

So far, stand-alone tools have achieved good coverage for most of the problems in Fig. 1.3, but the

number of design options spanning the design space makes an analysis of more than one solution cumber¬

some.

Still,itisnecessarytoexploreseveraldesignoptionsinparallelinordertofindwithinreasonabletimeasolutionsatisfyingalldesigngoals.Butingeneralthereisno"optimumsolution"givingthebestperformanceforalldesigngoalsbecausethefeaturesofFig.1.3arenotindependentfromeachother.Forexample,considerthatwhenmovingacomponentonaPCBthermalmanagementmightimprove,butthesystem'ssizemayenlarge.Also,differentwafer-levelCSPtechnologiesmightcomewithhigherreliability,butalsohighercostanddifferentform

factors.
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Figure 1.3: Design issues (not only) for HDP systems [26]; arrows represent influences. The interdisci¬

plinary nature callsfor trade-offs between concurrent goals.

Making Compromises - Concurrent Design

As a result, designers have to make a compromise between concurrent features. They have to trade off :

"Trade-off analysis is the process of comparing performance gains in one region of the

design space [covering the issues above] with the associated performance losses in another."

[10]
Trade-off is "a balancing of factors all of which are not attainable at the same time; a giving up
of one thing in return for another". [4]

Next to the development of functionality, test, manufacturing, and quality have gained increasing atten¬

tion as dedicated design issues. Choices made early in the design cycle drive (either willingly or not) such

aspects as test and manufacturing issues responsible for the majority of the production cost. This is referred

to as the 80-20 rule ( Fig. 1.4 ([25] after [28] and [27] after [29]).

Early consideration of the issues above is referred to as DfX "Design for X", where "X" can be replaced

by T(est), M(anufacturing), C(ost), and Q(uality) (see e.g. [30, 31]).

The Cost versus Quality Trade-off in the Design Phase

An area that has been rarely addressed is the cost vs. quality1 trade-off, although several publications have

stressed the importance of a quality concept [32, 33]. Most of the concepts, as we will see later, focus only
on how to find the most cost effective test concept for a given quality.

Some rules-of-thumb wisdom exists. Fig 1.5(b) gives the qualitative relation of cost and quality, where

at a certain (problem specific) level the relation changes its behavior from proportional to
exponential,meaningthatevenlargeinvestmentsresultonlyinverysmallqualityimprovement.Costvs.qualityisstronglyrelatedtothetestabilityissue.Fig.1.5(a)illustratesthe"ruleoften"statingthattestplusrepaircostmultipliesbytenfromleveltolevel.AmblerandBennetts[34]haveoutlinedthatthisruleisoftencitedandisperceivedtobeverymythical,butconcededthatthereisclearlyanonlinearbehavior(Fig.1.5(b))incostvs.quality.Ontheotherhandtherehasbeensignificantworkdoneinvestigatingtherelationshipbetweentestandquality,e.g.[35,36,37].Commonsenseisthatmaximumtestingandyieldresultsinthehighestquality,whichishighlydesirable,Foradefinitionoftermsseesection2

1
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100
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System Definition | Synthesis | Time
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Figure 1.4: 20-80 rule: up to 80% ofthe entire cost are committed within thefirst 20% ofthe design cycle

[25, 27].

..
"One of the most critical goals in business is to get the quality level as close as possible

to 100%.".. [37]

but also with highest cost being less appreciated. Das et al. state that

"a perfect fault coverage is an illusive goal" and there is a "very high incremental cost of

either determining a remaining fault to be redundant or finding a test for it." [38].

On the other hand minimum efforts in yield and testing give the lowest cost, but also the lowest quality,

being not desirable. Thus, the rules of thumb do not help in answering a specific question on a cost vs.

quality trade-off like in this example:

Example 1.1

I 100x in opera

100ÖX

(a) Rule of Ten

Quality

(b) Cost vs. Quality

Figure 1.5: Rules ofThumb [34]: (a) the "Rule ofTen "points out that the later afault gets caught the more

expensive test and repair are; (b) there exists an exponential relationship between quality and test costfor

high quality values.
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For an electronic subsystem responsible for data readout in high-energy experimental physics [39], the

question was whether the existing test concept would fulfill the customer quality specifications and how

other concepts (either IddQ, or enhancedfinal test) wouldperform. These additional test efforts come with

a considerable cost overhead (and in case ofIddQ also with a design time delay).

Looking back to Fig 1.5(b), we need to find the turning point where pushing forward quality does not

make economically sense.

In the following section we will see how the cost-quality problem has been addressed by existing ap¬

proaches.

1.3. Existing Work on Cost/Quality Trade-offs

Three different methodology families are involved in the cost-quality problem: virtual prototyping, cost

modeling, and quality engineering.

Virtual Prototyping

Various tools support virtual prototyping, i.e. they provide analysis methods to assess (all or part of) the

issues in Fig. 1.3. These tools are also called early design analysis (EDA) tools. Among the more academic

ones are IMPACT (Georgia Tech) [40], AuDiT (Cornell University) [41], commercial systems comprise
HiTEA (MCC) and its successor SavanSys (Savantage Inc., now NuThena Systems), and EDANavigator

(Xynetix, now Avant! Corp.). The academic tools consist of less detailed simplified analytical models exem¬

plifying trends; the commercial tools supply a two-step method. Their simple analysis is based on models

similar to academic approaches using public or proprietary models as first estimations; for thorough investi¬

gations they use refined models and/or interface to commercial tools (e.g. Flowtherm for thermal problems,
Ansoft HFSS for 3D Finite Element Modeling (FEM)). None of these virtual prototyping tools addresses

the cost vs. quality trade-off problem.

Savansys offers a very detailed cost analysis, but quality is not an analysis feature. Moreover, no dedi¬

cated trade-off method is available. Only a "what-if" analysis is possible, meaning "trial-and-error" to find

a design balancing the interdependency of the key design issues.

EDANavigator does not incorporate cost modeling but at least offers a weighting of the other analysis
results to generate an overall design score while monitoring out-of-specification events.

In addition to that, the tools above focus strictly on either MCMs or ICs and do not permit a combination

of both (SOC/SOP) or an exploitation of new aspects such as Integral Passives2, or integration of MEMS

devices. The simple models they provide are not meant to be adapted.

Cost Modeling

Next to the prototyping tools, we also review the stand-alone tools and approaches. Numerous propri¬

etary cost modeling approaches exist: commercial ones such as SimWitch (MTBA) [42] or Envision (Dow

Chemical, commercialized by TechSearch Intl.) [43], or the methods published by Dislis (Known Good

Die (KGD) Selection, [44]), Alexander (Surface Mound PCB Design Evaluation, [45]), Werkmann (Cost
Effectiveness of Smart Substrates, [46]), and others.

Among these approaches only the one from Dislis covers the cost and quality aspects, but without any

trade-off. Moreover, it is tailored to the KGD problem only, and adapting it to other types of processes

would require rewriting the entire spreadsheet implementation.
Most of the cost modeling approaches above are realized

aslengthyspreadsheets[47,48,49]oruseaspecializeduserinterfacerenderingthemuselessforotherthanthetargetedtypesofproblems.Thelevelofdetailandabstractionalsospansfromtenformulaedescribingtheentireprocess[45]tosevenpagesofspreadsheets[47].Sononeoftheapproachescoverstheentirechainfromearlyestimationtodetailedanalysis,whichwouldbenecessarytokeepconsistentmodelsthroughouttheentiredesignprocesswilerefiningdata.2Passivecomponentssuchasresistors,capacitors,andinductorsintegratedintoasubstrateorboard
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Quality Engineering

On the other hand, quality engineering (also known as Total Quality Management TQM) also incorporates

cost considerations (see e g [50, 51, 52]) The total quality cost is considered to be the sum to all ap¬

praisal/evaluation costs, the failure costs, and the preventions costs [50, 51] TQM works on the basis of

a predefined quality goal (in our case a specific defect level, see section 2 1 "Defining Terms"), and de¬

fines cost penalties when missing this goal, e g using the Taguchi model of a parabolic penalty function

for a continuous target [53] Considering discrete events such as "defect/no defect", a cost penalty for field

returns (defective units returned after delivery) is often used [52] Optimization in any case was done by
"tnal-and-error"

The Taguchi model does not help define or trade off a defect level early in the design cycle, it only

gives a measure how a predefined quality level could be reached Moreover, the Taguchi method requires

statistical data that is not available early in the design cycle
The second concept of field return penalty has several drawbacks First, it is based on a 100% field return

rate Recent customer surveys have revealed that a significant number of customers, rather than complain¬

ing and returning the product, instead change the supplier without notice, so field return rates are grossly
underestimated Second, considering customer satisfaction, quality (and its fulfillment) have a very high
value [23], and it is very hard to win back a dissatisfied customer Therefore, translating such dissatisfaction

into money can be misleading This fact is a known drawback of single-objective optimizations [54], since

the different objectives have to be forced into one single metrics

Therefore we consider it to be better to address cost and quality separately during optimization in order

to ensure that both goals are sufficiently met

Summary

We have seen that

• the cost vs quality trade-off in the early design cycle is not covered by existing solutions,

• even existing cost modeling solutions do not cover all existing HDP technologies, and they are not

meant to be adapted to future HDP technologies such as Integral Passives, electro-optical intercon¬

nects, and MEMS,

• quality engineering is more dedicated to meeting a predefined quality goal at a minimum cost instead

of helping to define that goal,

• although concurrent analysis is available, trade-off is often not more than changing parameters until

all specifications are met, î e "tnal-and-error"

Identifying these shortcomings, the next section defines the research objectives to address

1.4. Research Objectives and Novel Contributions

In order to enable a cost vs quality trade-off for HDP systems, the following tasks have to be accomplished

1 to develop a model that incorporates all relevant aspects of manufacturing an existing HDP product
in order to produce the metrics cost and quality,

2 to make this model scalable to all types of HDP technologies and thus to overcome the limitations of

the existing approaches,

3 to automate the cost/quality trade-off and to develop a method that gives decision support in order to

identify for the first time quantitatively the turning point shown in Fig 1 5(b) claimed to exist for a

cost-quality trade-off,

4 to show a new approach how the trade-off concept can be used to cope with partitioning concepts

(e g SOC/SOP) and manufacturing aspects (contract manufacturing)
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The remainder of this work is organized as follows

In Chapter 2 we develop the basic models to calculate cost and quality for HDP systems (objective

1), which in Chapter 3 are applied to HDP production processes and case studies using the Modular Opti¬
mization Environment MOE (objective 2) Chapter 4 introduces a method to compare different cost/quality
combinations We demonstrate the need for an automated search methodology finding trade-off points (ob¬

jective 3) In Chapter 5 we exemplify the benefits of our concept with a case study on the manufacturing

process of a Next Generation Smart Card A generalization of the proposed methodology is shown in Chap¬
ter 6 (objective 4) The final chapter is dedicated to the summary of this thesis



2

Calculating Cost and Quality

In this chapter we explain the fundamentals of cost and quality modeling, beginning with the explanation
of terms used throughout this framework. Then, we analyze existing HDP manufacturing processes and

propose process oriented modeling to map the different technologies. Using definitions and descriptions
from the graph theory to model processes, we introduce a colored stochastic Petri net modeling approach.

2.1. Defining Terms

Before we start with the development of the models, it is appropriate to define some terms used throughout
this framework.

Unit (or packet as it is used later in the information processing context) is a single entity of the system or

subsystem to be produced.

Cost or total cost ctotai is the sum of all costs associated with the acquisition, production, and distribution

of an electronic system. The product's cost is (hopefully) lower than the specific price the product is

sold for. Elements to be included in the total cost are [10] :

• non-recurring design and development costs,

• capital costs, tooling costs, learning curves,

• recurring fabrication and assembly costs of components and packaging,

• repair and rework costs, testing costs,

• support and maintenance cost.

All these contributors can be sorted into two categories: direct and indirect cost.

Direct cost DC is the sum of all costs directly associated with a single unit of a product; the sum of all

component costs ccomp plus the sum of all process costs cproc directly involved in its production. For

simplicity's sake direct cost in this framework will be treated as production quantity independent,

although in general component cost changes with the order quantity. As not all units undergo exactly
the same processes (e.g. some units require rework), the direct cost is an average number.

Indirect cost is the sum of all other costs. This sum has to be broken down into the number of produced

units; in explicit terms, the more units produced, the lower the indirect cost per unit is. We divide the

indirect cost into non-recurring expenditure and yield loss.
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Non-recurring expenditure NRE incorporates all capital, tooling, and design costs, plus overhead. The

calculation of capital costs or the depreciation amount itself is tax-law dependent and therefore coun¬

try and company specific. Various procedures exist, such as straight line, exponential progressive or

regressive, with different depreciation periods [55] in order to determine the annual NRE.

Yield loss YL or reject cost is the sum of all sorted out or scrapped units throughout the entire production.
The yield loss is driven by the yield of the components ycomp and the processes yproc on the one hand

and the test transparency on the other.

The division into direct and indirect costs is used widely within several cost modeling approaches, but

the exact assignment of the cost elements from the list above differs [27, 45, 56, 57]. We used the division

according to Fig. 2.1 into DC, YL, and NRE to better focus on the separate cost optimization potentials.

Overhead Depreciation Material Time related Quality Factors

general
rent, insurance,

clean room maintenance

mass consumables

management and

design costs

specific
machine investment

maintenance costs

av machine use

process time

specific
amount consumed

price per unit

ylife cycle

specific
operator cost

test cost

rework cost

general
labour costs

working hrs

shift composition

specific
yield
fault coverage

_yv_
Y

Non-Recurring Expenditure (NRE)

Y

Direct Costs

-J ^_
Y

Reject Costs

Figure 2.1: Process information required to calculate the three cost categories direct cost, NRE, and

reject cost.

Yield y is defined as the ratio of the number of usable items after the completion of production processes to

the number of potentially usable items in the beginning of a production (ypr0c, ycomp) [58]. We refine

it to the ratio of defective items/units BEFORE testing to the number of potentially usable items, y

values are G [0,1], also described as being between 0% and 100%.

Defect level DL is defined as the percentage of faulty circuits passing all phases of a manufacturing test

[58], i.e. the yield AFTER test, sometimes also referred to as the Field Reject Rate or Process Defect

Level. The defect level represents the proportion of a product which may fail because of extrinsic

failure (or infant mortality) and is a function of both yield and test transparency. DL values are also

G [0,1], often in the range of parts
permillion(ppm,10~6).QualitylevelQLorsimplyqualityis(1-DL),andthereforetheratioofperfectlyworkingunitstoallde¬liveredunitsafterallphasesofamanufacturingtest.QualityinthecontextofTQMalsoincludestheaspectsofreliability,maintainability,andavailability[52],orthetoleranceswithinacertainparam¬etercanlie.Ourdefinitionassignsthedefectlevelas"firstorderquality"(whatistheaverageratiowithwhichtheproductcancomplywithitsspecifications)."Secondorderquality"dealswiththetolerances(whatisthedeviationfromthisaverage,leadingtoprocesscontrol),"thirdorderquality"includestime(howtheaveragecomplianceratiodevelopsovertime,implyingreliability).TesttransparencyTTistheprobabilityG[0,1]ofaunitescapingatest.TTisrelatedtofaultcoverageandfaultclustering[59].Faultcoveragefcistheratioofthenumberofdetectablefaultsandthepossiblenumberoffaultsassumedonafaultlist,againrangingbetween0%and100%.Inthesubsequentsections,thesedefinitionsaretranslatedintomathematical

formulas.
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2.2. A Process Oriented Cost Model and its Description

Cost estimation has long been used in every company, on different hierarchy levels and with different levels

of complexity. Table 2.1 lists a number of various scopes and methods where cost estimation is applied.

• Traditional cost accounting is labor oriented, converting processes to labor hours required. Here,

indirect cost is associated as burden percentage per labor hour, and the approaches work only when

labor is the main cost factor. But in electronics manufacturing most of the cost is associated with the

equipment, leading to

• the cost-of-ownership model (COO) for production equipment [60]. But this model is not sensible for

material driven processes such as PCB fabrication.

• Activity based cost modeling [27] works on the number of high-level actions as e.g. design processes,

purchase orders, and production change overs. The more actions required, the more costly a product
will be. Parametric approaches do the same for products, assuming that the cost of a product is only

dependent from the number of parts, neglecting other influences such as new technologies or major

product changes.

• Technical cost modeling is a process-based model which simulates the manufacturing operations in

order to estimate cost [27].

Table 2.1: Hierarchy ofcost estimation (after [25]). Process-oriented Technical CostModeling is chosen

for modeling HDP systems.

Hierarchy
Level

Scope Key Attribute Popular Methods

Corporate All company activities

(multiple products)

Accurate allocation of

overheads to specific

products

• Activity based cost analysis

• Traditional cost accounting

Program Single product Treats entire product life

cycle including HW and

SW

• Parametric

• Traditional cost accounting

Manufacturing All or part of a single

product

HW only • Cost of Ownership

• Technical Cost Modeling

• Parametric

Process Single processing activ¬

ity

HW only • Analytical models

Of all the modeling methods presented in Table 2.1, Technical Cost Modeling is the most appropriate
for cost modeling HDP systems. The process-centered approach guarantees that existing HDP technologies
can be modeled and new technologies, design and manufacturing concepts can be included when broken

down to their respective processes.

2.3. Typical HDP Processes

Before trying to find an appropriate description to model HDP processes, it is opportune to investigate such

processes to find common denominators.

From our general description ofthe HDP technology in Section 1.1, we take three process examples. The

first one describes a part of a PCB fabrication process (Fig. 2.2), typical for any kind of substrate processing,
the second one details the wire bond - SMD mixed assembly of an RF system (Fig. 2.3), representing the

interconnection technologies. The third one is a part of a KGD qualification process (Fig. 2.4). We will not

describe the technological issues in detail, we only want to illustrate several process typical properties.
From the example processes we see that:

1. Processes are preferably described as sequential material flows, having (at least) one source and (at

least) one sink. Material units flow in the direction indicated by the arrows. The source of a material

flow are components.
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Figure 2.2: Examplefor HDPprocesses I Part ofa PCBfabrication process [16]
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Figure 2.3: Examplefor HDPprocesses II: Mixed wire bond - SAID assembly [61J.

(Reject)

"

Substrate > ^/Known-Good
lest^^ Pass V Substrate

(Reject)

Figure 2.4: Examplefor HDPprocesses III: Test and Repair [62].

2. While progressing in the flow, processes operate on the components, changing their properties.

3. In a material flow, several incoming components can be combined to a single outgoing component,

e.g. see Fig. 2.2 in the upper left corner where several single panels are combined to a stacked one.

Here multiple flows are joined. This action requires some sort of synchronization and is called as¬

sembly. Only when a specified number of panels have arrived at the lamination machine, the machine

starts processing.

4. In some cases (see Fig. 2.4) the flow can switch to only one of the outputs at a time. Following a

stochastic distribution for certain events ("error present, error detected") the flow takes one of the

branches. In analogy to Fig. 2.4 we call this test.

5. Also in Fig. 2.4, feedback loops can be found, required for rework and repair. Examples for such

activities can be repair of open interconnect lines on an MCM-D substrate [21] or replacement of
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malfunctioning components. Once faulty units have been repaired, they have to enter the "normal"

flow again. Again, this action requires synchronization.

Several approaches exist to capture general process descriptions, one of them is e.g. the IDEF3 format

[63]:

An IDEF3 Process Flow Description captures a description of a process and the network of

relations that exists between processes ...

Whereas IDEF3 itself provides only behavioral relations, in our context we strive for a mathematical

model as well. Thus, as a descriptive means for process modeling we use Petri nets, which have been

applied to model fabrication processes and data flows for some time [64, 65].
Since Petri nets are a special subset of graphs, the next section introduces some basics of the graph

theory and Petri nets.

2.4. Modeling HDP Processes with Petri Nets

As previously said, Petri nets are a subset of graphs. Graphs serve as mathematical models to analyze
various types of problems, beginning with the ancient famous "Königsberg bridges", the "Four Color Con¬

jecture" of map coloring, and Kirchhoff's electrical networks to linear programming, operations research,

and scheduling [64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]. Below follow some basic definitions of graph theory. Next to these

basics, we will extend the definitions to include special properties required to model fabrication processes.

Definition 2.1

Graph. A graph G(V, E) consists ofa set V ofelements called nodes together with a set E ofunordered

pairs ofthe form (i,j) or (j, i), called the edges ofG; the nodes i and j are called the endpoints of(i,j)
[67]. Other names commonly usedfor a node are vertex, point, and junction, for an edge line, branch,

and arc.

V v2

— o O^O
edge node

^ ^1'2^

Figure 2.5: Graphical representation
ofedgeandnode(left),samplegraph(right).ThegraphicalnotationforedgesandnodesisshowninFig.2.5,togetherwithaverysimplegraph.Sinceprocessesanddataflowsingeneralhaveaspecificsequentialdirection,weneedtoextendDefinition2.1.Definition2.2DirectedGraph.AdirectedgraphGd(V,E)orshortdigraphconsistsofasetVofelementscallednodestogetherwithasetEo/orderedpairsoftheform(i,j),calledtheedgesofG;nodeiiscalledtheinitialnodeandjiscalledtheterminalnode[67].Inordertodescribeawaythroughagraph,wedefinearoute.Definition2.3Route.Arouter(«i,ik)orsequenceinadirectedgraphGdisanedgesequenceoflengthk—1inwhichtheedgesalongtheedgesequenceareintheformof(*l,*2),(*2,*3),---,(*fc-l,*fc),(2.1)k>2,wherei\^ik,is.startingandterminalnodearenotthesame.
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Graphs can describe fabrication processes in various levels of detail or granularity (cf. the lamination

process in Fig. 2.2 with the test/repair process in Fig. 2.4). Still, as long as two different representations
model the same process they are said to be homeomorphic.

Definition 2.4

Homeomorphism. Two graphs are said to be homeomorphic ifboth can be obtainedfrom the same graph

by a sequence ofsubdivisions ofthe edges.

This means that using subdivisions and their counterpart reductions (combining multiple edges into a

single one), we can transform graphs into each other, increasing or decreasing the level of detail.

All processes have (at least) one starting point and (at least) one terminal point, which we have called

source and sink in the previous section. Before defining these two items, we have to introduce the degree of

nodes.

Definition 2.5

Outcoming and incoming degrees. For a directedgraph Gd the number d+(i) ofedges ofGd having node

i as their initial node is called the outgoing degree ofnode i, and the number d~ (i) ofedges ofGd having
node i as their terminal node is called the incoming degree ofnode i.

Definition 2.6

Sources and sinks. A node i in Gd having an incoming degree d~(i) = 0 is called sink, a node i in Gd

having an outgoing degree d+(i) = 0 is called source.

Extension 2.6: For a production process, two types ofsinks are present, "Units to be shipped", and "Units

to be scrapped". Components or material are the sources ofa production process.

V, V2 V3 V4 V5 V6

o—(>o-o-o—o

v7 v8 v9 v10

Figure 2.6: Examplefor a digraph, node V\ being a source, nodes Vq and Vio being sinks.

While graphs as shown in Fig. 2.6 are used for combinatorial problems such as partitioning, map col¬

oring, etc., for synchronization problems and modeling of manufacturing systems, a special type of graph,
called Petri net [70, 71], is widelyemployed.Extendingourexistinggraphdefinition,wecansaythatPetrinetscontaintwodifferenttypesofnodes:placesVPorPandtransitionsVTorT[65],connectedbydirectededges.Placesandtransitionsaretobeorderedalternatingly(seeFig.2.7).Definition2.7Petrinet.AmarkedPetrinetZ=(P,T,I,O,m)isafivetuplewhere1.Pisafinitesetofplaces,2.Tisafinitesetoftransitions,3.I{TX}isaninputfunctiondefiningthesetofdirectededgesfromPxtoTx,4.0{TX}isanoutputfunctiondefiningthesetofdirectededgesfromTxtoPx^\,5.misamarkingvectorwherethekthcomponentrepresentsthenumberioftokensinthekthplace.Aninitialmarkingisdenotedbymo.
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Extension 2.7: In analogy to Extension 2.6, we define two types ofsinks, PshiP and PSCraP- Whereas PshiP is

unique, multiple instances ofPscrap can be present. Thus, there are two generic routes through a production

graph, which we will call rreject and rshtp, ending either in PshiP or PscraP- The route a unit takes during

production is influenced by yield and testfactors, and we detail this later. A token represents such a unit in

the manufacturingflow.

Place

Transition

• Token

Figure 2.7: Examplefor a Petri net, place Pi marked with a token.

P4

o

Whereas the four-tuple (P, T, I, O) defines the structure, the introduction of tokens marking places and

their flow through transitions enable us to describe the discrete-event behavior of the modeled system. The

execution rules of a Petri net are called firing rules.

Definition 2.8

General firing rules. A transition Tx is enabled to fire iff

• all inputplaces Pinput{Tx} ofTx are marked with a sufficient number oftokens defined in I{TX},

• and the number oftokens defined in 0{TX} can be added to the output places PoutPut{Tx} ofTx.

Using Definition 2.8, assembly of subunits, e.g. single panels, to larger units, e.g. multi-layer panels,
can easily be accomplished. Definition 2.8 also calls for the definition of a place's capacity.

Definition 2.9

Place capacity. The capacity C(PX) of a place Px defines the maximum number of tokens u> allowed to

reside in place Px. The actual number oftokens in place Px is N(PX).

Extension 2.9: Unless otherwise noted, we define C(PX) = 1.

Using this notation, we can model almost all transitions of the processes described in Figs. 2.2 to 2.4.

The remaining element is the test in Fig. 2.4 that routes a unit either to branch A or branch B, depending on

the outcome of a test (either good or faulty). This transition is called a conditional transition [70].

Definition 2.10

Transitions. In total, there are five possible types of transition combinations in a Petri net [70] (see

Fig. 2.8), namely

• automatic or simple transitions (single inputplace, single output place, single transition): the token

is passedfrom the inputplace to the outputplace;

• parallel transition (single inputplace, single transition, multiple outputplaces) : a single token in the

inputplace is multiplied by the number ofoutputplaces;

• synchronic
transitions(multipleinputplaces,singleoutputplace,singletransition):firingisgrantedonlyincaseALLinputplacescontainasufficientnumberoftokens;alltokensintheinputplacesareprocessedtoasingletokenintheoutput

place;
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• a conditional transition (single inputplace, multiple outputplaces, multiple transitions): the token is

passed to ONE ofthe outputplaces, depending on the fulfillment ofthefiring condition;

• unconditional or concurrent transitions (multiple input places, single output place, multiple transi¬

tions): only ONE ofthe transitions is allowed tofire.

All other transitions can be constructed using these basic transitions.

simple parallel synchronic conditional concurrent

cy+<>^^y°kz z$°
Figure 2.8: Basic transitions in a Petri net.

In our case of testing the transition decision is related first to the yield of the unit (error present or

not) and second to the test transparency (is the error detected or not?), and both variables, yield and test

transparency, are of stochastic nature. A graph where the transitions are dependent on stochastic events is

called a Markov chain [72]. Simple Markov chains can be modeled using generalized stochastic Petri nets

(GSPN), where transitions can operate conditionally. Thus, for the test case we have to implement a specific

firing rule that is based on a conditional expression [71].
MOSES [73] e.g., a simulation software developed by the Computer Engineering and Networks Lab

of ETH Zurich, implements this conditional expression supplying a global variable that can be observed

to make the routing decision. For a production model, the MOSES construct would be rather complicated,
since the global variable has to be connected with the actual error status of a component because this er¬

ror status determines which specific transition (e.g. "unit error-free") has to be fired. Therefore, a better

approach is to "personalize" the so-far indistinguishable tokens with manufacturing information. This in¬

formation acts like a tag or bar code present in real production supplying details about fabrication history
and actual status of a specific unit. The tag makes the error information available not only to select the

firing transition, but also to compute the final quality of a unit, satisfying both requirements with the same

approach.

By distinguishing among tokens in an ordinary Petri net and modifying the Petri net executing rules,

one creates a "colored" Petri net. The "color" is a synonym for a set of attributes to be assigned to a token

which may change as the token moves through the net [71]. The information we are interested in is the cost

associated with a specific unit and the number of errors or faults present in this unit.
Definition2.11Coloredtoken.Acoloredtokenu>isdefinedasasetofvariables("properties")whichcanbechangedbytheinputandoutputfunctionsI{TX}and0{TX}ofatransitionTx.Extension2.11:InaHDPproductionflowwedefinelu={cost,error1,...,errorjmax,rework.counter}](2.2)cost£R,allothersGN.Thisapproachofcoloredtokensinherentlyensuresdataconsistencyalloverthenetandthustheprocessmodel.Definition(2.11)alreadyforeseesseveralerrorcounterstoenableonlytestingofpartialaspectsofaunit.X-raytestingaftermicroBGAsolderinge.g.onlychecksforinterconnectfaultsandcannotidentifyanon-working

component.
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The number of errors can be extracted from the yield probability distribution for a process or a com¬

ponent, using Monte Carlo sampling.1 For our type of applications (discrete events: "error/no error") we

use the binomial distribution [75, 76], which gives the probability of exactly x failures in n trials with the

probability of success p , being defined as

Probabihty{X = x) = (jpx(l - p)n~x. (2.3)

Thus, following Eq. 2.3 and setting n to one, x to e G {0,1} and p to the yield y, we generate random

numbers e for y according to a given probability distribution, representing "error-free" and "erroneous"

events. Sampling over a sufficient number of runs Nsuff (which is problem-dependent), the estimate y

mimics the desired value for y (see below).

^
events with e = 0 Ne=o

total number events Neve.

N^mt>NsuSS
« y

The final question to be answered in this section is the Petri net analysis method. We are not primarily
interested in scheduling and planning, because the process flows as shown in Figs. 2.2 to 2.4 are very

simple granting in most cases the properties above, but we want to obtain numerical information stored in

the tokens.

Basically, one can distinguish between analytical and numerical methods. In general, for Petri nets an¬

alytical methods are available from general graph theory, providing information on reachability, liveness,

and deadlocks. We refrain from defining these terms as they are commonly used as in their colloquial sense;

for further readings see [70, 71]. Discrete event simulation (sometimes referred to as "token game") is a

numerical type of method. The idea is simple: just choosing an initial marking, and then using the execution

algorithm, i.e. the transition rules, to run the net. Simulation is reported to be time and computation inten¬

sive, but for the processes we intend to model the effort stays within reasonable bounds. We will investigate
later on this point. First of all, we define the firing rules to operate the Petri net.

2.5. Specific Firing Rules for a Manufacturing Petri Net

In
ordertomodelandtocalculatemanufacturingprocessesusingthePetrinetapproach,wehavetodefinespecificfiringrules.Beforedoingso,wehavetoinvestigatehowmanydifferentruleswerequire.Fig.2.9showsaPetrinetforamaterialflow(cf.[70]).Thetransitionsonthelefthandsidecontinuetofirewhiletheiroutputplacesareempty.Thetokensareprocessedtothesinksontherighthandside,andthenetisaliveunlessthenumberoftokensintheupperrightcornersinkhasreachedthespecifiednumberofN.Thesinkbelowhasinfinitecapacity.WenowcomparethetransitionswiththetypicalprocessingactionsundertakeninamanufacturingprocessasdescribedinSection2.3.Fig.2.10showsthePetrinetstructureofFig.2.9withtransitionsrenamedtoadequateprocessstepsinamanufacturingprocess,withasummaryinTable2.2.Aparalleltransitionisnotpresentinthismodel.Thistransitionisonlyrequiredwhenthroughputcalculationshavetobemade,modelingtwoormoreidenticalsubunitsofamachine.Anotherpossibleap¬plicationareawouldbedisassemblyprocesseswhicharenotwithintheresearchfocusofthisframework.Also,waferdicingprocessesarebettermodeledusingamodifiedsimpletransition,sincethedicedcom¬ponentundergoesthesamesubsequentprocesschainafterwards.Forawaferdicingprocesse.g.,fanningoutto1024parallelidenticalprocesschainsmodelingalldiesdoesnotcontributetotheabstractionofthemanufacturingprocess.Thefollowingdefinitionofthefiringrulesforeachofthetransitionsisdividedinto•firing,i.e.transportationofthetokenitself(when/how),and1ThenameMonteCarlowasappliedtoaclassofmathematicalmethodsfirstusedbyscientistsworkingonthedevelopmentofnuclearweaponsinLosAlamosinthe1940sTheessenceofthemethodistheinventionofgamesofchancewhosebehaviorandoutcomecanbeusedtostudyinterestingphenomena[74]Nowadays,MonteCarlomethodsareusedtoevaluatefinite-dimensionalintegrals,instatisticalphysics,andforsamplingofintegralequations(2.4)

(2.5)
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Figure 2.9: Basic transitions in a manufacturingflow (cf. Fig. 2a
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Figure 2.10: Mapping oftransitions to items in a manufacturing process.

• operations on the token, i.e. calculations of the variables given in Definition 2.11.

According to our identification of process steps, we define firing rules for components, (simple) processes,

assemblies, test steps, and rework/repair steps.

2.5.1. Component

A component acts as the source of a manufacturing flow. This item is therefore by the component cost ccomp

and the component yield ycomp. Indirect costs are summed under NREcomp.

Firing: if the capacity of the output place is not exceeded, fire a single token uj to the output place:

N'(P,Output,Tx = N(P0utput,Tj + l

iff N(P0utput,Tœ ) < C-(P0utput,Tœ

Operation on token: generate new token uj having the following properties:

^cost

^rework counter

^comp 7

= RND(l,ycomp),
= 0.

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

RND(n,p) calculates a random fault tag G N according to the binomial distribution given in Eq. 2.3.

When n is 1 (single drawing), the fault tag is G {0,1}. pis specified by the yield of the process or the

component. With a 90% yield, from every 100 produced units 90 are fault-free, and ten units contain

an error.
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Table 2.2: Assignment ofPetri net transitions to basic manufacturingflow items.

Petri

Symbol

Transition

type

Process

element

Comment

HO fire only
Component,
Carrier

A fire-only transition can be interpreted as a component entering
the manufacturing flow

CH-O simple
Process,

Rework

A simple transition is the model for a process where a unit is

processed from the input of a machine to the output The process

operates on the unit, 1 e on the information variables in the token

> concurrent
feed back

Process

In a concurrency situation, two units compete on the utilization of

a single machine, in our case with a feedback loop present The

transition has to guarantee that no deadlock and no endless looping
occurs

<°o conditional Test

A conditional transition selects a transition to fire, mimicking a test

station selecting the next process, depending on the actual device

under test

c>-° synchronic Assembly

Like an assembly station, this transition awaits the specified
number of components (= tokens) to be sent out together Only
if the specified number of components is available, the process is

completed

2.5.2. Carrier

The carrier is a special type of component, presenting an MCM or PCB carrier substrate in an HDP man¬

ufacturing flow. The carrier cost can either be specified explicitly or be calculated as a product of area

and cost per area. A carrier is described either by the total carrier cost ccamer or the carrier cost per area

'--carrier,area
and the carrier area Ac This implementation provides the opportunity to explore dif¬

ferent manufacturing options demanding different carrier sizes. Additionally, the carrier yield y,

possible setup costs NREcamer have to be specified. The carrier also acts as a flow source item.

carrier
and

Firing: if the capacity of the output place is not exceeded, fire a single token iv to the output place:

N (Poutput,Tœ) — N(Poutput,Tœ) + 1

iff N(P0utput,Tœ ) < C(Poutput,Tx

Operation on token: generate new token uj having the following properties:

^cost

OR

^rework counter

^carrier,area
' ^carrier-)

^carrier i

^-i v Uy 1, ycarrter ) i

o.

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

(2.14)

2.5.3. Process Step

A process is characterized by its cost per repetition cproc, the yield per repetition yproc, and the number

of repetitions nrep (e.g. the number of bonds when wire bonding a component). Machine depreciation and

tooling costs are included in NREproc.

Firing: if the capacity of the output place is not exceeded, subtract a single token uj from the input place
and fire to the output place:

N'(PInput,TJ = N(PInputiTsc)-l,
N (Poutput,Tœ) = N(Poutput,Tœ) + 1

iff N(Poutput,Tœ ) < C(Poutput,Tœ

(2.15)

(2.16)
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Operation on token:

^cost ^cost i '^rep
'

^proc: \^-^ ')

^error^ = uerror.x + RND{nrep,yproc). (2.18)

2.5.4. Assembly Step

We describe an assembly step by its total number of input places k, the number of tokens nt in input place
i required to fire, the cost of the assembly process casserrMy, and the assembly yield yassembly Again,
machine depreciation and tooling costs are included in NREassemuy-

Firing: if the capacity of the output place is not exceeded, subtract a specified number of tokens nt from

every input place Pinpuu,Tœ and fire a single token to the output place:

N'{Pinpuu,Tx) = N(PInputztTJ ~nt y Plnputz,Tx, (2.19)

N'(Poutput,Tj = N(Poutput,Tj + l (2.20)

iff N(P0utput,Tœ) < C'(FOutput,Tœ)-

nt denotes the number of components of a single type to be assembled together, e.g. 50 resistors, or

two SRAMs.

Operation on tokens: sum up all ujcost over the specified number of tokens nt per input place over the

specified number of input places k forming a new token; continue as above with all other features of

/

^cost

k ?H

(2.21)

^errorx
=

/ _, / _,
^errorœ

k n,

+RND(l,yaSsembiy) V errorx,

(2.22)

rework counter
—

/ J / J
^rework counter •

k n^

(2.23)

2.5.5. Test Step (2 outputs)

Two output places are available: PoutPutOK,Tœ and PoutputFALSE,Tx This test step is defined by the test

cost ctest and the test transparency FF, which according to Eq. 3.10 can be described using the fault cov¬

erage FC and the clustering factor n0. NREtest describes the test machine cost and the test development
cost.

Firing: determine output place: when no error is present, fire to PoutPutOK,Tœ, otherwise determine if a

test escape has happened by checking the test escape tag. RND(1,TT) calculates this random test

escape tag G {0,1} according to the binomial distribution given in Eq. 2.3. If no test escape is has

happened, fire to PoutputFALSE,Tœ :

if (cuerrorx = 0) OR (Krrorx > 0) AND (RND(1,TT) > 0))
then fire token tO PoutputoK,Tx> ^rework counter '= 0

else fire token to PoutVutFALSEyTx

N'(Pinput,Tœ) = N(PInputtTœ)-l, (2.24)

N (Poutputœ,Tœ) = N(P0utputœ,Tœ) + 1 (2.25)

iff N(Poutputœ,Tœ) < C(Poutputœ,Tœ)-

Operation on tokens: the cost for testing a unit has to be added. In case the unit passes the test, the rework

counter is set to 0 (see above):

^'cost = UCOst + Ctest- (2.26)
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2.5.6. Test Step (3 outputs)

Three output places are available: Poutput0K,T*, Poutputscrap,t*, and PoutputREWORK,tx Also this test

step is defined by the test cost ctest and the test transparency TT. Moreover, nmax rework has to be specified.

NREtest describes the test machine cost and the test development cost.

Firing: determine output place: when no error is present, fire to PoutPutOK,Tœ, otherwise determine if a

test escape has happened checking the test escape tag. RND(1,TT) calculates this random test escape

tag G {0,1} according to the binomial distribution given in Eq. 2.3. If the test escape marker is not

set, check the rework counter. If the maximum number of reworks possible nmax rework has been

exceeded, fire to PoutputscRAp,Tx, else fire to PoutPutREWORK,Tx

if (cüerrorx = 0) OR ((cüerrorx > 0) AND (RND(1,TT) > 0))
then fire token tO Poutput0K,Tx, ^rewor k=,counter '= 0

Sise II y^rework counter ^ ^max rework)

then fire token to PoutVutREWORKyTx,
else fire token to PoutVutSCRAPyTx
fi

fi

N'(PlnPuU,Tœ) = N(PInpuu,TJ-h (2.27)

N'(Poutputx,Tx) = N(P0utputlc,Tj + l (2.28)

iff N(Poutputœ,Tœ) < C(Poutputœ,Tœ)-

Operation on tokens: the cost for testing a unit has to be added. In case the unit passes the test, the rework

counter is set to 0:

^'cost = ^cost + Ctest- (2.29)

2.5.7. Rework or Repair Step

For a rework step, such as in Fig. 2.4, we need to know the rework success rate yRework, the damage rate

Vdamage, and the cost of the rework creWork- NREreWork denotes the repair machine cost and the setup

cost.

Firing: if capacity of output place is not exceeded, subtract a single token uj from the input place and fire

to the output place:

N'(Plnput,Tœ) = N(PInput,Tœ)-h (2.30)

N'(Poutput,Tj = N(P0utput,Tj + l (2.31)

iff N(P0utput,Tœ) < C'(P'output,re¬

operation on token: the cost for the rework step has to be added, and the rework counter is increased.

Depending on the rework success flag RND(1, yrework) {0,1}, the errors in Luerrorx are removed

and new possible errors added, which are caused by damage during rework:

^
cost ^cost \ (-rework: \^-->^)

^error^ = ^errorx ' RND{l,yreWork) (2.33)

+RND{l,ydamage),

^rework counter
= ^rework counter + J-- (A-'t)

2.5.8. Sinks

As already defined in Def 2.6, two types of sinks exist: "Units to ship" Pship and "Units to scrap" Pscrap-
These sinks are the output places of the last transitions in the the flow and therefore do not require firing
rules. For Pship a capacity C(PShiP) is specified, which is the total number of units to be produced. When

the number of tokens N(PShtP) equals the capacity, no more tokens in this sink will be accepted and the

net operation stops.
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Summary

So far we have defined all structural information and all firing rules necessary to operate a manufacturing

process as a Petri net. In the next section, we develop the mathematical calculation for the two metrics cost

and quality and see how they can be computed using a Petri net-like model.

2.6. The Electronics Manufacturing Cost Quality Model

The total cost to manufacture a unit is the total cost necessary to produce a given number of units divided

by this given number of units to ship (Equation 2.35). Using our definition from section 2.1, the total cost

necessary can be broken into the three categories

• direct cost (DC),

• non-recurring expenditure (NRE), and

• reject cost or yield loss (YL).

To obtain the total cost the DC cost of all units shipped have to be summed, as well as the YL cost of all

units scrapped. To this, we have to add the NRE sum of all processes. All units shipped are defined as

N(Pship)- In analogy, the number of rejected units is denoted N(Pscrap), leading to Equation 2.36.

Costs to manufacture electronic systems
Total CostUmt = — (2.35)

Given no. of systems snipped

1

N(Pshtp)
(2.36)

+ y^ YL+ Y^ NRE

N(Pscrap) all proc

Next to the final cost per unit, our second metrics is the quality level of this unit, the percentage of

shipped units being error-free. Again, using the definition given in section 2.1, the quality level is the ratio

of fully working units that passed the test and the total number of units that passed this test (Equation 2.37):

^ , ,

No. shipped, fully
workingUnitsQualityLevelUmt=Zo.shippedUnit!'<2"37>whereNo.shippedUnits=No.shipped,fullyworkingUnits(2.38)+No.faulty,notidentifiedUnits.WewillnowshowhowEqs.2.36and2.37canbecalculatedusingaPetrinetasdefinedintheprevioussection.ThetermJ2aiiProcNREinEq.2.36doesnotrequireanyinformationonprocessrelations,assimplytheNREofallprocessesinthemanufacturingflowhavetobeadded.Thiscanbedoneoffline.J2n(ps^)DCtracesthedirectcostoftheprocessesinvolvedandthenumberofunitsrequiredtoproduceagivennumberofsystemstoship.Thisisdoneinourmodelusingthespecificvariablesinthetokens,inthiscasewt(cost).ThenumberofshippedunitsissimplythetotalnumberoftokenscollectedinthesinkPsfnp.Thus,J2n<ps^)^"^becomes/_,DC=yjDCprocN(Pship)procinvolvedN(Psh*P)=Y^^r(cost).(2.39)
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In analogy to Eq. 2.39 we define

7 _,

YL — y
j

YLproc
NSCrap proc involved

N(Pscrap)

= J2 Yl ^(cost). (2.40)

yPscrav »=1

Now, all necessary information for the calculation of Eq. 2.36 can be extracted from a generic Petri net,

leading to

:
/N(PSh*p)

Total CostUnlt = —— - ^2 ut{cost) (2.41)
iv ("ship) y î=1

N(Pscrap)

lV(Psorap) \

]T y, ^(co*t)+ J2 NRE\
yPSCraP 1=1 all proc

Eq. 2.37 canbe expressed by the ratio ofthe number oftokens that are routed to the sink Pshtp containing
no errors and the total number of tokens in PshiP, transforming into

QualityLevelUnit = -—

r
• {N(Pship)\^(error) =o) • (2.42)

2.7. Summary

In this chapter we have identified a process-oriented modeling approach as the most suitable way to map

HDP processes. Using three example HDP processes, we determined the basic items needed to describe

such processes. Then, we laid the foundations to our manufacturing cost/quality model using a conditional

stochastic Petri net.

The subsequent chapter shows how these foundations are transferred to a graphical process description

language.



3

MOE - Modeling and

Analyzing HDP Processes

In this chapter we present the implementation of the model proposed in Chapter 2.

Section 3.1 shows the translation of the specific firing rules into the graphical description language
MOE. The following section details how to measure and to generate input figures to compute cost and

quality. Section 3.3 gives an example of a case study using MOE. Using this case study, the modeling
and the parameterization process is explained. In section 3.4 some investigations on the computational

performance ofMOE and model limitations are presented.

3.1. The Implementation in MOE

A simple approach to adopt the structures and firing rules presented in the previous chapter would have been

to use standard Petri net modeling tools such as MOSES [73] or DSPNexpress [77]. These tools would have

provided a process description platform, though they still had to be customized to accomplish the firing rules

described in the previous section.

Instead, we adopted a graphical user interface called CostAS [78] where an easy implementation of

the firing rules was possible. An additional advantage of adopting CostAS is the full control over input
and output interfaces, as we see later in this work. Moreover, in order to hide the modeling complexity
from the end user, a HDP design engineer, a dedicated graphical description language following an intuitive

manufacturing flow-like description is preferable to an abstract Petri net.

MOE (Modular Optimization Environment) [79] is divided into

a front end, responsible for model construction, parameterization, and result analysis, and

a back end, responsible for the stochastic Petri net analysis running the "token game".

Fig. 3.1 shows the interaction between the front end and back end of MOE. The model to be analyzed is

described in the front end using flow items, then the front end generates an ASCII model description which

is parsed to the back end simulation program "simengine". This program runs the "token game" for the

Petri net structure using the parameters specified and generates another ASCII file containing the results.

These results in turn are parsed to the front end where they are displayed in the result window.
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Figure 3.1: Interaction between front end and back end ofMOE. The front end, written in the interpreter

language tcl/tk provides the graphical user interface to enter the model structure and the parameter data.

When starting a calculation, a ASCIIfile <netdata> is generated containing all information required to

conduct the simulation. The simulation is conducted by a Cprogram called "simengine ", which is available

as executable to speedup calculation, "simengine" again writes the results into an ASCIIfile and parses
them to the front end. Here, the results can be displayed for further analysis. With a <netdata>-file, a

simulation can be executed without requiring thefront end.

Front End

The graphical process description integrated in MOE's front end focussed on five basic descriptive flow

item classes (the transitions described in section 2.5):

• components (and their subclass carriers), the sources of a flow

• simple processes (and their subclass reworks),

• assemblies (joining two to five different streams),

• tests (switching between two or three output streams), and

• result containers (with their subclasses SCRAP and sensors); result container and SCRAP are the

sinks of the manufacturing flow.

The general usage ofMOE is described in full length in the user manual [80]; therefore, we only give a

summary and highlight the issues that are important for the latter part of this work.

Flow Items

Flow items can be selected from the "Item" menu entry. The process structure is constructed by connecting
the input and output buffers of the flow item. These buffers represent the input and output places of the Petri
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net transitions. MOE checks for consistency by ensuring that all input and output buffers are connected.

An overview of the flow items is given in Fig 3.2. The top row shows (from left to right) a component,

carrier (special form of a component), simple process, process with feedback, and a rework (special form

of the simple process). Each item is uniquely identified by an ID number in its upper half. A description tag

helps the user to distinguish the different items. Input buffer connections are denoted by light gray triangles,

output buffer connections by dark gray triangles. Component and carrier items are the sources of a flow. The

middle row shows a 2-input assembly, 4-input assembly, 2-output test, 3-output test, and a 2-input/2-output
test. Process, assembly, and test items can be transformed dynamically, as we will see below. In the bottom

row, a sensor (allowing for intermediate result checks), a scrap and a collector are depicted. A sensor has no

influence on the tokens or packets. Scrap and collector are the sinks of the flow, and only a single collector

is allowed to appear.

Description

Description

Description

IDO
Component

ID1 ID2
Process

ID6
Process

ID7
Rework

W
^

Description Description Description

ID3

Assembly

T
ID4

Assembly

ID5
Test

ID8
Test

ID9

pass^

fail*.

pass^

fail*

rework*

pass*

fail*lM Nn1

Nn2

m3
Description Description

Description

Description Description

Figure 3.2: Overview ofMOEflow items: top row: (left to right) component, carrier, simple process,

process with feedback, rework; middle row: 2-input assembly, 4-input assembly, 2-output test, 3-output

test, and 2-input/2-output test; bottom row: sensor, scrap, and collector.

After constructing the flow itself, each flow item has to be customized by entering item-specific data.

Moreover, for process, assembly, and test, the number of inputs and outputs can be changed dynamically,
as can be seen in Fig. 3.3.

The item-specific parameters can either be entered as numbers (denoted as "CONSTANT") or variables

(denoted as "GLOBAL") from a predefined list in the batch parameter dialog (see Fig. 3.3(d)). Using the

batch parameters, a sweep over two independent base variables (here: "yieldl" and "fcl") can be accom¬

plished to investigate the influence of parameter changes.

Back End

The full model description of the <*.flw>-file is stripped from the graphical information down to the pure

Petri net structure. The resulting <netdata>-file contains only information on which input is connected to

which output and on the parameter values. This description is translated to a pointer chain, so the subsequent
token game can operate only on small pointers instead of large variable constructs. This implementation has

been chosen to speed up the evaluation process. For the same reason, the back end is available asafullyexecutableprogram(comparedtothefrontend,whichhastobetranslatedbyaruntimeinterpreter).ResultsThen,theresultsaredisplayedinthe"resultwindow",depictedinFig.3.4.Intheupperleftcornereithertheaveragecost,theaveragequality,orthenumberofthetokenspassingbycanbechosenfordisplay.Intheupperrightcorner,theflowitemtocheck(eitherasensororthecollector)hastobespecified.Thewindowshowsthechosenvariableonthey-axis,andthevaluerangeforthemainbasevariable(here:"yieldl").
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Figure 3.3: Entering item-specific parameters: either numbers (identified as "CONSTANT") or variables

(denoted as "GLOBAL") can be specified. The numbersfor the variables are to be specified in the batch

parameter dialog (Fig. d), depending on the main (here: "yieldl ") and the second (here: "fcl ") base

variable. Note thatfor assembly items the number ofinputs can be customized dynamically (Fig. c), andfor

processes and test items special in/outputs can be specified (Figs, a & b).
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Figure 3.4: MOE result window: upper left corner shows result selection between cost and quality; the

graph itselfplots the range of the main base variable (here: "yieldl") versus the result (here: Average

Cost). Cost results are depicted as three-part bar, detailing contributors direct cost "DC" (bottom), yield
loss "YL" (lightgray, middle), and "NRE" (darkgray, top).

The actual value for the second base variable (here: "fcl") is also shown in the upper right corner. The cost

results are given as three-part bars, detailing the contributors direct cost "DC", yield loss "YL" and "NRE"

(see Fig. 3.4).

3.2. Input Parameters for HDP Technologies

After setting up the model structure and before running the net, the input parameters for a specific fabri¬

cation model have to be specified. Doing so, for every flow item the respective descriptive data detailed

in subsections 2.5.1 to 2.5.7 have to be identified. All this data can be divided into three categories: cost-

related, yield-related, and fault coverage-related.

3.2.1. Cost Data

Which figures and information to include to compute the cost to manufacture an electronic system has

already been shown in Fig. 2.1. For each process item, we now have to identify the direct cost DC and the

non-recurring expenditure NRE.

When using external contract manufacturers, DC and NRE can be found in the quotation,otherwiseDChastobeextractedfrommaterialandlaborcosts.Machinerelatedcost(setupanddepreciation)plusgeneralmanufacturingoverheadgointoNRE.Whereasmaterialandlaborcostsarestraight-forwardtodetermine[81],especiallythecomputationofthedepreciationandoverheadcostsismuchmorearguableandthereforecompanyspecific.
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Considering overhead, some companies organize all business units as cost centers, where every cost

center has to pay for using central services, other companies provide these central services "for free" to their

internal departments adding an overhead percentage to the final cost. Examples for such central services

are e.g. building rent, insurance, consumables as water and electricity, management, marketing and sales

activities. In our case studies, we prefer to identify a specific amount of money to be shared, denoted as

NRE, instead of using an overhead scaling factor.

Various mechanisms also exist for depreciation, since depreciation is strategy and tax dependent [55].
Issues are e.g. the duration in years to depreciate capital investment and the method to calculate the annual

amount to depreciate. For all of our examples we have used the simple straight line depreciation, dividing
the total amount to depreciate by the number of years to obtain the annual depreciation cost.

When comparing process models, the analyst has to ensure that the data has been extracted using identi¬

cal definitions. In order to provide the reader with an idea on the cost range, Table 3.1 gives an overview on

HDP technology costs. The data has been collected from various sources and discussions with colleagues
and must therefore be interpreted with caution, as preconditions are not the same. In general, the data has

been calculated for large quantities, so setup costs can be neglected. Moreover, the data originates from

various years, so especially the substrate and IC cost data might not be up-to-date. Also, testing and repair
costs are difficult to analyze, since both names are general labels, and no exact description of the work

undertaken was available.

Table 3.1: Examplesfor cost data ofHDP technologies in comparison to other technologies.

Direct Cost Cost Year Source

SMD placing and soldering <0 01$/unit 1998 [82]

WB

TAB

FC

0 0017$/pin
0 007$/pin

0 0014-0 0083$/pin

1998

1998

1998

[11]

[11]

[11]

MCM-C

MCM-D

MCM-L/SBU

PCB

0 2$/(cm2 -layer) LTCC

0 12$/(cm2-layer) HTCC
>6$/cm2

l-2$/cm2

0 2$/cm2

<0 01 $/(cm2-layer)

1993

1993

1993

2000

1993

1993

[27]

[27]

[27]

[14]

[27, 83]

[27]

GaAs IC

CMOS IC

70$/cm2

50$/cm2

2000

1996

[84]

[85]

Testing

Repair

l-20$/min

l-20$/min

1997

1997

[86, 87]

[86]

Setup/tooling Cost Cost Year Source

9x9in2 thinfilm mask >1'000$ 2000 NDA

Custom CSP package 30'000-40'000$ 2000 NDA

Stencil solder screen printing f»500$ 2000 NDA

3.2.2. Yield Data

Similar to cost estimates,
yieldassumptionsextrapolatefromformerexperiencetofutureproducts.Forsimplerepetitiveprocesses,suchaswirebonding,statisticssufficetoextractyielddatabecausetheprocessitselfremainsalmostconstantwithinitssuitableprocesswindow.Thus,frompreviousbondingexperimentswecanforecastthenumberoffaultybondstobeexpectedbasedonagivennumberofbonds.ProcessandProductSpecificParametersFormorediverseprocesses,suchassubstratefabrication,aproductspecificparameteralsohastobetakenintoaccount.Forsubstratefabrication,theprocess-specificparameteristhedefectdensityD0,andtheproduct-specificparameteristhecriticalareaAc(theareawherethecenterofadefectofsizexislocatedinordertocauseafunctionalerror).Thesetwofactorshavetobecombinedinasuitableyieldmodel.
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Figure 3.5: Comparison ofthe Poisson and the Negative Binomial Model with various cluster parameters.

The most known yield models are the Poisson yield model and the negative binomial yield model. While

the Poisson model (Eq. 3.1) assumes that the spatial distribution of defects is random, the negative binomial

model (Eq. 3.2) is based on the assumption that the likelihood of a defect occurring at a given location

increases linearly with the number of events already occurred, introducing a clustering factor a.

Poisson: Y

Negative binomial: Y

-Ac D0

1
Ac-D0--a

(3.1)

(3.2)

where Ac is the average critical area susceptible to defects,

Do is the average defect density, and

a is a clustering factor, experimentally found to be ranging between 0 3 and 5 0

[88].

Since the Poisson model does not take into account that neighbored defects can damage the same sub¬

strate/die, it gives in some cases an over-pessimistic yield estimate (see Fig. 3.5). A comprehensive intro¬

duction comparing various yield models and giving sufficient references for further readings can be found

in [58, 89].
Once the process-specific defect density -Do and its clustering factor a have been determined, the critical

area extraction remains the most complicated part. Focusing on spots defect yield loss only, basic failure

models for interconnect substrates are primarily based on line-line shorts and line opens1. Whereas the

calculation of the "open" failure critical area is straight forward, depending on the total interconnect length,
the computation of "short" critical area requires more effort:

• Monte Carlo based methods. Williamson et al. [90] already applied this method to MCM substrates.

The algorithm places random defects on the layout, checking for errors to extract the critical area.

This is an accurate but computationally intensive process.

1
For semiconductor structures, where transistors are constructed using a three-dimensional build-up, more primary failure modes

have to be taken into account
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• Geometrical methods. Presented by Allan and Walton [91], they use "bloating" of layout structures

to extract the critical area, either used for primitive cells or for entire layouts. Although this algorithm
is efficient, scaling with 0(n log n) (n the number of structures), it still requires several hundreds

of seconds on a Sun Ultra 1 workstation for 1 '000 SRAM cells in an array.

• Virtual [92] or equivalent [93] layouts, i.e. statistical images of a real layout, help in extracting critical

area for large circuits, but induce a higher degree of estimation error.

• Finally, pattern oriented methods tile the layout into primitives and extract the critical area for each

tile. Depending on the tiling algorithm, different levels of accuracy can be achieved, but execution

times of up to several hours even for a moderate number of transistors (<10'000) are reported [94,

95]. This type of algorithm pays off for regular designs, such as crossbars [96].

Table 3.2: Examplesfor yield data ofHDP technologies in comparison to other technologies.

Yield Year Source

Defect density (IC) fsl'000/m2 *

600-12'000/m2

1997

2000

[97]

[98]

WB

TAB

Soldering SMDs/FC

99 997-99 993% per bond

99 98% per bond

99 95% per lead

99 999-99 9985% per bond

2000

1993

1993

2000

[99]

[27]

[27]

[99]

ICs (first pass)

(tested)

50-85%

up to 99 99%

1998

1995

[100]

[44]

based on a critical defect size <100nm

Table 3.2 provides some basic data and generic yield numbers. In general, yield data for interconnect

substrates, PCBs, and ICs is found to range from 50 to 99.99%. Prototyping yield is reported to be as low

as 50-60%, while massively improving during the yield ramp-up phase, getting close to 100%. Next to

the actual yield stage a component is in, another key factor
istheICorsubstratecomplexityintermsofgates,featuresize,andinterconnectdensity.ThemorecomplexasubstrateorIC,thelowertheslopeoftheramp-upcurveis.3.2.3.TestTransparencyandFaultCoverageThefactthattheremightbeerroneousunitshavingpassedthetestundiscoveredleadstothequestionofhowtoquantifythisevent.DefectLevelModelsThequalitylevelQL=1-DLhasbeendefinedaboveinsection2.1.DListhereforeafunctionofstochasticvariablesasyieldofcomponentsandprocessesyandtransparencyTT(Eq.3.4).Theprobabilityofaunitcontaininganerroris1-y,theprobabilityofpassingatestTT(perdefinitionem),andtheprobabilityofpassingthetestatallisthesumoftheprobabilitiesoftheuncorrelatedevents"unitcontainsnoerror"yand"unitcontainserrorbutpassestest"(1-y)TT.Quality=1—DLProbability{unitpassestest|containserror}Probability{unitpassestest}1(l-y)-TTy+(l-y)-TT-Equation3.4isnottheonlypossibleformulaforDL.Severalmodelsexisttolinktesttransparencytoquality(ordefectlevel)[59],andthemostsimplerelation,beingdevelopedbyWadsack,isgiveninEq.3.5,wherefcisdenotesthefaultcoverage:(3.3)

(3.4)
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DL=(l-y)(l-fc).

Williams and Brown suggest another relation (Eq. 3.6):

DL= 1 y
(l-/c)

(3.5)

(3.6)

Both equations are based on the assumptions that faults occur independently. Agrawal and Seth [35]
have shown that fault clustering (multiple logical faults caused by a single fault, and multiple faults located

on the same unit) decrease the test transparency probability, therefore presenting the model in Eq. 3.7. n0

indicates the fault clustering determined by exhaustive failure analysis and curve fitting.

DL

DL =

"0= 1

(1 -y){\ - fc)e-(-n°-1'> f°

y+(l-y)(l-/c)e-(«o-i)/c'

(l-y)(l-/c)e°

y+(l-y)(l-fc)e°

(l-y)(l-fc).

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

For n0 = 1 Eq. 3.7 becomes Eq. 3.8, which can be approximated by the Wadsack model (Eq. 3.9). The

reason is that for a very small number of defects, in the range of 10~6, an equiprobability can be assumed.

A comparison of the different models is shown in Fig. 3.6. Setting

TT=(l-/c)e-(°-1)/c, (3.10)

Equation 3.7 equals Equation 3.4, modeling the probability for an erroneous unit to escape the test.

Again, this probability can be simulated using Monte Carlo sampling. The number of errors already present
in a unit can be used for n0 representing the clustering effect.

— Wadsack

— Williams/Brown

* Seth/Agrawal,n0=2
4050FaultCoverage[%]90100Figure3.6:Comparisonofvariousdefectlevelvs.faultcoveragemodels.FaultCoverageforICsTocalculatethefaultcoverageofaspecifictestforICs(fractionoffailuresdetectablebythetesttoallfail¬uresincludedinthefaultmodel),aMIL-STD-883Procedure5012exists("FaultCoverage

Measurement
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for Digital Microcircuits"), for comments see [101]. In principle to determine fc for any type of test, (1)

one has to choose a fault model and to calculate the total number of possible faults. Whereas this strategy is

straight-forward for ICs and a simple stuck-at fault model, it gets very intensive including transition, state

coupling and 1-to-n coupling faults, leaving the fault calculation task very often to automated test pattern

generators (ATPGs). For a system test determination of all possible faults becomes even more complicated
because simple fault models as described above are no longer available. Next (2), the faults have to be

partitioned into fault classes (where every fault creates identical behavior), and for every class a represen¬

tative fault has to be chosen; the result is the final detectable fault universe. Finally (3), the fault coverage

of a specific test can be determined either by an exhaustive simulation of all faults or by fault sampling

(see again [101]). ATPGs do these steps all together generating test patterns and checking the respective
fault coverage. The test itself can be conducted using either fully external equipment or partly built-in self

test (BIST) strategies (or a combination of both). Reachability of a system's or ICs logic states and ob¬

servability of its internal nodes is ensured using Boundary Scan architecture (aka Scan Bus or IEEE Std

1149.1 (JTAG)) [102]. Compared to fully external test equipment, the use of BIST or Boundary Scan can

have a higher degree of observability of internal nodes in a system. Therefore, BISTs can improve the fault

coverage significantly while lowering the cost for external test equipment. For pure digital logic ICs, fault

coverages close to 100% have been reported (see e.g. [103]).

Fault Coverage for Assembly Processes

For the electronics assembly process, no ATPGs are available. The fault universe consists of component-

related errors (misplacement, wrong part, wrong direction, defective part, etc.) and process-related errors

(tomb-stoning of SMDs, weak soldering, solder residues, etc.). Available test strategies are Automated Op¬
tical Inspection (AOI), In-Circuit Test (ICT), X-ray test, and Functional Test (FCT) [104]. AOI and X-ray
test can only check for more mechanical oriented faults, while ICT and FCT also check electrical aspects.
FCT might also use IC BIST and Boundary Scan when available. A very good example of a hierarchical

test architecture taking advantage of IC level test structures can be found in [103]. Consequently, the com¬

bination of both mechanical and electrical test strategies yields in higher fault coverage [104]. AOI is also

used in substrate fabrication [105], leading to a significant improvement in electrical yield. In this context,

AOI is even used as an intermediate process step.

Examples for fc are difficult to compare, as they depend on defect probability and the fault universe.

Again to provide an idea, the following fault coverages for testing in an assembly process are given in

Table 3.3 [104].

Table 3.3: Fault coverages oftest types in electronics assembly processes [104].

Failure Type AOI ICT FCT

Assembly 60% 96% 86%

Components 10% 89% 82%

Soldering 96% 92% 83%

Mechanical 85% 0% 30%

3.2.4. Summary

We have to point out that data collection is laborious work, since most of the information required is con¬

sidered to be company confidential and therefore is not freely available. The purpose of this section
wastoprovidethereaderwithsomeideasonthestructureofMOEinputdataandwithsomeexamplesofthedataitself,incasenoproblem-specificdatawouldbeavailable.Inordertodemonstratethemodelingofprocessesandthetrade-offprocessitself,weshowanexampleinthefollowingsection.
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3.3. A Case Study using MOE

To give the reader an impression of how MOE can be used for manufacturing analysis and how the results

look, we present a case study on evaluating the benefits of using CSPs instead of bare dies [106].

Example 3.1 The GPSMSF0 of^-blox ag is afully self-containedglobalpositioning system (GPS) receiver

multichip module (MCM) at a single operating voltage of 3.3V. Based on the SiRFstar/LX® chip set, the

module provides complete GPS signal processingfrom antenna input to serial data output. The GPSMSF0

fits into theformfactor ofa PLCC84package (plastic leaded chip carrier), allowingfor dual side assembly.
On the top side, the RFfront end chip, antenna connector, and additional components are mounted in

surface-mount technology (partially housed), whereas on the bottom side microprocessor, DSP correlator,

and memory are mounted as bare dies, wire bonded and overmolded [6J.

During recent years, CSPs have shown to be a viable alternative to bare dies due to their ease in

handling, better obtainability and easier mounting procedure. As the market is ever demanding forform

factor shrinking and cost reduction, an investigation was due on the potential benefits ofCSPsfor the next

generation ofGPSMCMs.

SRAM

CSP

9x7

DSP

CSP

9.8x8.5

29.3mm

(a) existing wire bonded GPSMS1 (b) study using CSPs with 0 65mm pitch

Figure 3.7: Two different implementation ofthe ^i-blox GPSMSF0 (bottom view) ; footprints are marked

white and black, respectively; all measures in mm.

We first analyzed the footprints and the routing congestion of the GPSMSl® module [106]. Based on

the footprint models developed in [9] it turned out that by using CSPs with ball pitches down to 0.65mm

it was possible to loosen the substrate design rules. This possibility offers a chance for cost reduction, also

due to improved manufacturing yield, but possible savings had to offset
investmentsintocustomCSPsandanexpensiveredesign.Fig.3.7showsthefootprintcomparisonofthetwoalternatives.Thus,thetaskwastocomparetwodifferentmanufacturingstrategiesfortheGPSMSl®.Example3.1(continued)AflowdescriptionforthemanufacturingprocessisshowninFig.3.8.Thecom¬ponentsentertheflowatthematerialsupply.First,theSMDsonthefrontsideareattachedtothelaminatecarrier,andthepopulatedcarrierundergoesareflowsoldering,followedbyapost-cleaningstep.Then,thecarrierisflippedandthediesareattachedtothebackside.Precededbyaplasmacleaningstep,thediesaregoldwirebondedtothesubstrate,andthewiresundergoanimmediateelectricaltest.Notexplicitlyshownisaremovalandrepairofdefectiveunits.Thefunctionalunitsarethenglob-topped.AdditionalSMDcomponentsonthebacksideareattachedandagainreflowed.Thepanelsareseparated,andanRFprotectionlidismountedandsolderedinhotair.Theleadframeisattachedandsolderedwithahotbarinordernottodamagethealreadyassembledcomponents.Themodulethenundergoesthefinaltestprogramandisdeliveredtothecustomer,whichwillusethemoduleasacommonSMDcomponent,solderingite.g.toadaughtercard.Sinceamodelisonlyintendedtobeasimplifiedabstractionofthesystemthatincludesenoughdetailtoderivethedesiredperformancemeasures[107],notallprocessstepsdescribedabovehavetobeincludedinEEFlashCSP10x7UPCSP9x9
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Figure 3.8: Flow description ofthe GPSMS1® assembly process [61J.

Table 3.4: Mapping offlow description items to MOE model.

Flow Description Fig. 3.8 MOE ID Fig. 3.9

Material Supply ID1,ID0,ID13,ID4

SMD Assembly, Reflow Soldering, Cleaning ID7

Die Attach, Plasma Cleaning ID2

Au-Wire Bonding ID6

Electrical Test ID14,ID15

Epoxy Glob Top, SMD Assembly, Reflow, Panel Separation, RF Lid,

Hot Air Soldering, Leadframe Mounting, Hot Bar Soldering

ID8

100% Test Program Label ID3

our model of the fabrication process. Instead, it is more important to stress the basic skeleton of the process.

Therefore, test and rework steps have to be included in any case. Subsequent process steps can be combined

into a single one provided that

• each cost contribution is small compared to the component cost;

• each yield is above 99.99% AND the number of repetitions is one;

• none of the process steps is under special investigation;

• the defect type (such as "component" or "interconnect") is the same.

Example 3.1 (continued) The translation ofthe process described above can be found in Fig. 3.9. Com¬

pared to the detailed description above, we have integrated the cleaning steps into the assembly processes.
Since the process part under interest affects only the back side (as the bare dies located there could be

replaced with CSPs), all front side assembly steps are combined into "Solder Front (ID7)
"

and "Metal

Cap (ID8) ". IDs 0,13, and 4 represent the sources for the substrate, the DSP, the microcontroller, and the

memory dies. Test steps are ID14 and ID3, respectively.

In analogy to Fig. 3.9, a fabrication model using other substrate design rules and CSPs also had to be

developed, depicted in Fig. 3.10.
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Substrate 80/80/250

ID1
Carrier

>

ID7
Process

K
I DO

Component

Solder Front

DSP die

ID13
Component

Hitachi uC die

ID2

Assembly

ml

in2

in3

ID6
Process

Wire Bonding 0 99999

ID4
Component

Die Attach

SRAM & Flash dies

Modules to be shipped
Metal Cap

Final Test (2min, 4 stations)

Figure 3.9: MOEprocess model representing theflow in Fig. 3.8: manufacturing ofa GPSfront end (wire

bonding and 80^m/80^m/250^m substrate design rules).

Example 3.1 (continued) For the alternative CSP-basedprocess, custom CSPfabrication steps have to be

inserted (IDs 6 and 12), while wire bonding and bond test/rework could be removed. Thefront side is now

assembled (ID7) following the back side.

In our GPS example, the cost data was available due to quotations or existing data, the yield figures had

to be partially estimated.

Example 3.1 (continued) In Table 3.5, part of the case study's cost data can be found, emphasizing the

differences between the existing and the new implementation. The main cost advantage ofthe CSP solution

is caused by the lower backside assembly cost (by saving the costfor wire bonding and bond testing) and by
the lower yield loss. On the other hand, the component cost is higher, andsome investmentsfor custom CSPs

have to be incurred. What remained unchanged are all the cost/yield dataforfront side assembly, capping,

final test, and investmentfor the processor maskROMand the substrate. The cost ofthe substrate itselfgoes
down with the loosened design rules, as well as the yield improvesfrom 0.999 to 0.9999. However, the cost

for a substrate redesign has to be taken into account.

For the second scenario, keeping 80/80/250 rules and operating with a 0.5mm CSPpitch, substrate cost

andyieldremain the same asfor the wire bond case; the other data applies asfor the 0.65mm CSP solution.

For the entire case study, thefault coverage ofthe test steps has been set to 100% in order to concentrate

on potential cost savings, thus suppressing a possible quality impact1. Therefore, also the final quality is

100%.

The cost calculation results for a depreciation period of two years and a target quantity of lOO'OOO units

per year can be found in Fig. 3.11.

The bond test has been applied only to the error type "interconnect_bond", not affecting component or substrate errors
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Substrate 100/10 0/350

ID1
Carrier

y

IDO

Component
ID6

Process

DSP Custom CSF ^v
ID2

Assembly
ID13

Component
ID12

Process ml

in.3Hitachi uC Custom CSP

Commercial SRAM & Flash CSPs

Modules to be shipped

Die Mounting CSPs

Metal Cap Assemble Front Side

Figure 3.10: Alternative fabrication flow: manufacturing of a GPS front end using CSPs and

100^m/100^m/350^m design rules.

Example 3.1 (end) The cost saving of the (100/100/350 rules; 0.65mm pitch)-CSP solution are in total

about 6%. The direct cost reduction contributes around 3%, but the NRE is about 0.5% higher. The reduced

yield loss has the highest contribution to the improvement. The (80/80/250 rules; 0.5mm pitch)-CSP solu¬

tion results only in a cost saving ofaround 4% compared to the existing solution. Moreover, loosening the

design rules widens the substrate supply channels. Thus, the cost savingsjustify employing a CSP packag¬

ing solutionfor a next redesign of^-blox
'

GPSMCM.

Table 3.5: Partial datafor the cost/yield calculation; IC cost data is confidential and therefore given only
in arbitrary cost units a.u.; NRE cost considers only additional cost compared to the existing solution.

wire bond CSP 0 65mm CSP 0 5mm

80/80/250 100/100/350 80/80/250

(existing solution)
DC y DC y NRE DC y NRE

[au] [%] [au] [%] [au] [au] [%] [au]

DSP 8 50 99 9 10 50 99 9 35k 10 50 99 9 35k

uC 5 75 99 9 7 75 99 9 35k 7 75 99 9 35k

SRAM/Flash 6 50 99 8 7 15 99 8 7 15 99 8

Substrate 4 25 99 9 3 25 99 99 87k 4 25 99 9

Assembly 18 20 99 9t 12 90 99 9 12 90 99 9

Back side

T without wire bond

Wire bond 99 99^00 n/a n/a
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SNRE

reject cost

direct cost

existing wire bond CSP CSP

solution 0 65mm, 100/100/350 0 5mm,80/80/250

Solution

Figure 3.11: Results ofthe cost calculation, combination ofMOE result windows; depreciation period 2

years, target quantity 100'000 unitsperyear. The (100/100/350 rules; 0.65mm pitch)-CSP solution achieves

cost savings of6% compared to the existing solution due to the reducedyield loss and the lower substrate

cost. The (80/80/250 rules; 0.5mm pitch)-CSP solution achieves only 4% cost savings as substrate cost and

substrate yield remain the same asfor the existing solution.

3.4. Performance and Limitations

Using MOE, it was possible to set up the two different process flows of Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 in the case study
within 5min each, entering the data took about the same time. The simulation with 15'000 iterations took

about 0.85sec on a SUN Ultra, on a LINUX 586-portable about 1.5sec. The Monte Carlo simulation needs

a certain number of iterations until it is stable. The settling for a complex model of more than 20 flow items

is shown in Fig. 3.12, presenting the three results direct costs DC (*), yield loss YL (D), and defect level

DL (x). As can be seen, the values for DC and and DL settle very fast, after approx. 150 iterations. The

NRE cost can be calculated offline and therefore does not influence the settling time. The yield loss YL

needs up to 500 iterations and is finally oscillating within a variance band. This effect is due to the regular
arrival of faulty units in the SCRAP collectors, causing ajump in YL. Throughout the next iterations, when

no faulty units are detected, YL decreases as it is shared among more good units.

The choice of Monte Carlo simulation makes the calculation more computation intensive, but within

reasonable bounds. Other tools, such as SavanSys (cf. [10]) being based on recursive formulae, require more

time for process modeling, and the computation time is about the same order of magnitude. SimWitch [42],
also featuring process oriented modeling, operates in the same order of magnitude. Only the spreadsheet
based tools like Envision [43] have a shorter computation time, but require approx. ten times longer for

model changes.

Model limitations

Using the Petri net approach and its extension of colored tokens, theoretically every production process can

be modeled [71]. Using the MOE graphical language (the flow items shown in Fig. 3.2), it is possible to

directly model any manufacturing process that does not require a parallel transition (cf. Fig. 2.8). This type

of transition has not been implemented yet as MOE was aiming for a "construction", not a "destruction"

process.

The concept of a parallel transition could indeed be helpful when e.g. calculating wafer processing
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Figure 3.12: Examplefor the settling ofDirect Cost (DC, *), Yield Loss (YL, D) and Defect Level (DL, x):
while DC andDL settle within thefirst 150 iterations, YL requires more and isfinally notably oscillating.

operations ending with a dicing process step. As already mentioned, from an abstraction point of view it

does not make sense to split such a single wafer process into several hundred parallel die handling processes.

These die handling processes are better modeled as single sequential flow. A possible implementation could

be a simple process subtracting only a single token from its input place, while firing a number of tokens

equivalent to the number of dies to its single output place. The operation on the tokens would translate

wafer cost and yield to die cost and yield. Yet, the actual solution (also adopted by SimWitch and Envision)
is to model the wafer manufacturing process separately and to take the results of cost and yield as an input
for a simple process step in the die handling process.

As a manufacturing model can be adopted by all products using the same type of fabrication process,

a back link from MOE to other analysis tools such as JavaCAD [9] and the Xynetix Navigator [108] is

provided. Within these tools it is possible to define where components are processed, to update design

specific cost and yield information of the model, to start the calculation, and to read the results into the

analysis tool for further examination.

3.5. Summary

In this chapter we have presented the implementation of our HDP process model as a graphical cost model¬

ing tool MOE. MOE is, next to cost calculation, able to compute the defect
levelorqualityofanelectronicproductbasedonyieldandtestefficiencyinformation.Duetoitsgraphicaluserinterfaceanditsstan¬dardizedbuildingblocks,MOEisespeciallysuitableforcomparingtwoimplementationsusingdifferentmanufacturingprocesses,asshowninSection3.3.Inthefollowingchapterweseehowthequalityfactorinfluencestradeoffdecisions,howtorankdif¬ferentsolutions,andwhattodotofindanoptimumsetup.
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Search for the Manufacturing

Optimum

In the previous chapter we have presented a model to calculate cost and quality aspects at the same time.

When conducting a parameter variation analysis or comparing different models, the question ofhow to rank

and order various solutions arises. This problem will be tackled in section 4.1, by introducing the Pareto

concept as the preferable ranking scheme. Because some cost-quality trade-off problems are located in a

large trade-off space, covering more than lOO'OOO different parameter or model combinations, a dedicated

search methodology is required. Section 4.2 briefly reviews standard search and optimization procedures
and presents evolutionary algorithms as the method of choice. In section 4.3 the implementation of this

search algorithm together with the MOE calculation is presented. We analyze Pareto stability problems and

different types of Pareto fronts in section 4.4 and conclude with a chapter summary.

4.1. Introduction to Multi-Objective Optimization

Trade-off investigations, in our case the cost-quality trade-off, can be considered as multi-objective opti¬
mization problems.

Definition 4.1

Single-objective Optimization Problem. In a general single-objective optimization problem, for a decision

vector x the size n and a target function f an objective value y has to be found satisfying the following
condition:

minimize y = /(x), (4.1)

where x = (xi,X2,... ,xn) G X,

ye Y.

Multi-objective Optimization Problem. In a general multi-objective optimization problem, for a decision

vector x the size n and a targetfunction vector f the size k, an objective vector y has to be found satisfying
thefollowing condition:

minimize y = f(x) = (/i(x),/2(x),...,/fc(x)), (4.2)
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where x = (xi, X2, ,xn) G X,

y = (yi,V2,---,yk) e Y.

X is called the decision space, Y the objective space.

"True" Multi-Objective or "Quasi-Single" Objective?

For multi-objective problems hardly any true multi-objective optimization technique had been available

until recently [54]. What has been done so far is to aggregate multi-objective problems into single-objective

target functions ("quasi-single"), e.g. using weighting factors for the specific objectives [109]. Another

approach was the dedicated translation of multiple objectives into a single one, such as test escapes to cost

[52] and time-to-market to cost [110]. The main advantage in doing so is that various solution techniques
for single-objective problems do exist (see section 4.2).

On the other hand, the drawbacks when solving a multi-objective problem using "quasi-single"-

objective optimization are also numerous:

• In [54] it has been shown that in some cases not all solutions will be detected.

• While setting the weights, implying "decision making before search" [54], a dedicated knowledge
of the search space is required to generate these weights, or various runs are necessary to assess the

impact of the weights.

• Aggregating implicitly into a single objective allows compensation of a specific underperforming

objective, which is often not desired. Consider the case when for a product low quality comes with a

very attractive cost. Measures preventing this result complicate the optimization procedure.

• Moreover, to obtain a Pareto-front solution set and to make a trade-off decision, several independent
runs are necessary where synergies cannot be exploited [111]. Single results do not permit a design

parameter space exploration to be conducted, whichisoneofthemaingoalsofvirtualprototyping.ProblemsasinExample1.1cannotbesolved.Especiallythelastissuemakesthecasefora"true"multi-objectiveoptimizationinordertosupporttrade-offinvestigations.Doingso,weneedaspecificrankingmechanismformulti-objectiveoptimizationsinordertocomparedifferentsolutions.RankingofSolutionsWhereasinasingle-objectiveoptimizationtwodecisionvectors,e.g.aandbGX,canberankedinastrictorderaccordingtothesingleobjectivefunction/resultingineither/(a)</(b)or/(b)</(a);formulti-objectiveproblemsonlypartiallyorderingschemesarepresent,asintroducedbyWilfredoPareto(see[112]).ConsidertheexampleinFig.4.1,wheretheobjectives"defectlevel"and"totalmodulecost"areplotted,bothtobeminimized.Depictedaretensolutionsintheobjectspace(atoj),withgasreference(circled).a,barebetterthan(orsuperiorto)gintermsofbothcostanddefectlevel.Theyaresaidto"dominate"g.Definition4.2Domination.Avectorintheobjectspaceadominates(V)anothervectorgiffaisatleastasgoodorbetterasginallobjectives.Foratargetminimizationfunctionthistranslatestoahg:f(a)<f(g)iffV*G{1,2,...,k}:at<9l.(4.3)Inanalogy,h,i,jareinferiortog(oraredominated)becausetheyareinferiorinbothobjectivescostanddefectlevel,c,d,e,faresaidtobeindifferenttogbecausetheyarepartiallysuperiorandpartiallyinferior.Forexample,e,fofferlowertotalcost,butatahigherdefectlevel,andforc,ditisviceversa.Definition4.3Indifference.Avectorintheobjectspacecisindifferent(~)toanothervectorgiffcisinsomecriteriabetterthangandworseinothers.Foratargetminimizationfunctionthistranslatestoc~g#f(c)£f(g)Af(g)£f(c).(4.4)
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Figure 4.1: Possible relations ofsolutions in the objective space, g as reference (circled). Goal is mini¬

mization ofboth cost and defect level.

Taking all dominating points in an objective space as supporting points, we obtain a Pareto front. For

the example from Fig. 4.1, the vectors a, b, c, d, e, f form such a front (see Fig. 4.2).

Definition 4.4

Globally optimal Pareto set or Pareto front. A set P ofPareto-optimal vectors in X with PcXw called

globally optimal, iff
Va G P : $x G X : x h a. (4.5)

8650 8700 8750 8800 8850 8900 8950 9000 9050 9100

Total Module Cost

Figure 4.2: A set ofdominating pointsform a Pareto front.

Using the Pareto ranking concept, our problem from Example 1.1 can be solved.

Example 4.1 (cf. Example 1.1)

Among the components/subsystems that can tolerate only a very low number of defect parts shipped are

electronics for physics experiments or space subsystems. Typically the defect level is in the range ofppm
as these blocks are vitalfor system functionality or difficult and costly to replace. Ofcourse, these systems
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are also sensitive with respect to cost. For an electronic readout subsystem e.g., the question was whether

the existing test concept wouldfulfill the customer quality specifications and how other test concepts (IddQ

(quiescent leakage current) [113], enhancedfinal test) wouldperform [114].

(a) Schematic (b) Actual module

Figure 4.3: Readout subsystem: The data arrives at 40MHz rate compressed and digitized. The data isfirst
linearized (in the LIN stage) including an adderfor offset correction and a multiplierfor gain adjustment.
Next, the data is stored in a pipeline stage (PIPE) duringfirst-level trigger loop latency. Then, iftriggered,
it is written to a so-called derandomizer (DER) event buffer. A subsequentfilter (LVL2) contains FIRfilters
and statistic operators. In the trigger path the data from different channels are first applied to an adder

circuit (ADDER) and then to a another filter ASIC (LVL1) which extracts the energy and bunch crossing

information formatting the signal according to the trigger system requirements (trigger primitives). As the

triggerpath is more dedicated to a special experiment, the ADDER and LVL1 ASIC are located outside the

MCMto increase reusability [114].

The readout subsystem is depicted inFig. 4.3, and it consists of five LPD and one LVL2 custom ASICs.

The subsystem is located in the data acquisition and trigger path in CERN's Atlas experiment, its task is the

preprocessing of event data and activation of the latter trigger stage in case of interest. For more detailed

information see [103].

Example 4.1 (continued) Various optionsfor additional test efforts (better test coverage for the LPD die

and/or the LVL2 die due to IddQ, improvedfinal test coverage) are available. But the additional effort comes

with a considerable cost penalty. Numbers can be found in Table 4.1, where the increase of the test cost

caused by higher test coverage is illustrated. The options above can also be combined, and an overview of
the scenarios under investigation is given in Table 4.2. In addition to thefour simple combinations ofIddQ
and enhanced test (A, C, D. F), IddQfor only the LPD was also considered (B, E).

Table 4.1: Cost andfault coverage data (cost in arbitrary units a.u.): the increase offault coverage due

to IddQ and extended test has a cost penalty.

Fault coverage

Chipt
normal

99.2%

est cost

w/ IddQ
99.7%

Final

normal

95%

est cost

extended

97%

LPD chip (yield 60%) 8 a.u. 9 a.u.

LVL2 chip (yield 75%)8a.u.9a.u.Finaltest10a.u.15a.u.AMOEmodel,showninFig.4.4,hasbeendevelopedforthisproblem.Ontherighthandside,thecom¬ponentsLPDandLVL2enterthemanufacturingflow(IDs0and9),aretested(ID4),eventuallyscrapped
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Table 4.2: Test scenarios: a combination ofthe three options available.

LPD LVL2 Final Test

A normal

B IddQ | normal

C IddQ normal

D normal extended

E IddQ | normal extended

F IddQ extended

(ID 10) and mounted (ID1) onto a thinfilm substrate (produced in ID2). The chips are wire bonded, and

the populated substrate is connected to a laminate carrier, acting as mechanical carrier and 2nd level BGA

package. All secondary packaging activities (connection, housing) are concentrated in this block (ID13).
The final test is represented in ID6. Based on this model and the numbers in Table 4.1, the results for cost

and defect level for the scenarios A to F have been extracted.

I DO
Component

LPD

ID9
Component

LVL2

LVL2 Test

MCM-D Substrate

ID2
Carrier

Laminate Carrier

ID12
Carrier

ID13

Assembly

in1

Substrate on Carrier

Final Functional pped MCM s

Figure 4.4: MOE model for the cases from Table 4.2; only the underlying fault coverages for LPD test

(ID4), LVL2 test (ID10), andfinal test (ID6) change according to Table 4.1.

Example 4.1 (end) Fig. 4.5 presents the results for a given cost-test coverage relation, where scenarios A

to E turn out to be Pareto points.

• Solution A is the status-quo point with the actual IC wafer level test coverage andfinal test coverage.

• Solutions B to E represent the respective tradeofffor a dedicated defect level. Solution F can be

dropped because E gives a better solution in terms ofcost.

• Proceeding from B to E, a defect level reduction can be achieved while increasing the total module

cost.

Trading off the results we see that the simplest approach (extending the final test time and therefore test

coverage) already gives a remarkable defect reduction. Introducing IddQ for the lower-yield LPD chip
even provides better performance at minimal additional cost. The use ofIddQ for the LVL2 chip improves

the defect level only minimally, so this action could be left away to spare engineering resources to redesign
the chip. Combining the strategies B andD to E gives again an improvement, reaching the minimum defect
level borderfor the case.
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• D: f c Dies 99.2%, f c Final 97%

A E: f c LPD 99.7%, LVL2 99.2%, f c Final 97%

HF: f c Dies 99.7% IddQ, f c Final 97 %

H

215 220 225 230

Total Module Cost [arbitrary units]

235

Figure 4.5: Pareto resultsfor Example 4.1: "A
"

represents the status-quo; allfurther measures undertaken

drive down the defect level while increasing the cost. "F" offers no defect improvement over "E" and is not

a Pareto point.

Now, setting a maximum acceptance value for cost and/or for test escapes, the final test setup can be

chosen. Setting the defect level to 1 'OOOppm and 230a.u., solutions B and C are eligible.

However, even for a medium-complex manufacturing process, the number of design options can easily
extend the capability of manual optimization.

Example 4.2

Consider the example ofa GPS subsystem fabrication process, similar to that used in Section 3.3. In this

simplified example, only two IC components are required (one RF chip and one digital correlator). Still,

we can influence the yield ofthe RF die (y\), the correlator die (y2), the repair process step (y?>), and the

substrate (yA). Together with the fault coverage ofthree test steps (incoming testRF die fcl, incoming test

correlator fc2, final test fcA), we have a total ofseven parameters.
For each of the seven parameters {yl,y2,y3,y4,fcl,fc2,fc4}, we have a set of eight applicable values,

leading us to 87 = 2'097'152 possible combinations.

For the simple readout electronics case in Example 4.1 with a countable number of choices, the Pareto

search could still be done manually by evaluating all possible combinations, but for such a high number of

alternatives as in Example 4.2 a more structured search mechanism is required. This mechanism is described

in the following section.

4.2. Evolutionary Algorithms for Multi-Objective Optimization Problems

Various solution methods are available for single/multi-objective optimization problems. Among such so¬

lution techniques are analytical methods, numerical methods, e.g. linear programming techniques [115], or

heuristic approaches. Analytical solutions are preferable when the target function is two-fold differentiable
andcontinuous,numericalmethodsrequireatleastaclosedformulatobeapproximated.Sinceneitherageneraltargetfunctionnoraclosedformulaisavailabletodescribethecost-qualityobjectives,wehavetoconcentrateontheheuristicmethods.
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Table 4.3: General scheme ofSA-like heuristic optimization methods in pseudo code.

0 begin

1 generate a starting solution (stochastically)

2 repeat

3 generate another solution in the neighborhood

of the previous solution

4 compare the target functional values

5 if the new solution is better or

within an acceptable threshold

6 then accept,

7 otherwise reject it

8 reduce deterioration threshold

9 until stop criterion is fulfilled

10 print out results

11 end

Heuristics

A heuristic algorithm is a deterministic and often iterative method, targeting tofindfor a given

problem within limited time one or more solutions that are as good as possible without guar¬

anteeing tofind a global optimal solution [111].

Typical representations of the heuristic search algorithms class are Simulated Annealing (SA), Hill Climb¬

ing (HC), Threshold Accepting (TA), etc. All these class members follow a scheme described in Table 4.3.

Since these methods are tailored for single-optimization problems because they do not include a multi-

objective ranking scheme (and since we have ruled out to transform the cost-quality trade-off into a single-

objective problem), SA-like algorithms are not eligible. Instead, we move to Evolutionary Algorithms.

Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) are based on the Darwinist notion of a population development by means of

variation and selection: Due to stochastic deviation oftheir composites (chromosomes or genes), individuals

have a different degree of fitness with respect to their environment. When it comes to reproduction, usually
the fitter individuals are preferred (selected). Nissen [111] divides Evolutionary Algorithms into four main

categories:

• Evolution Strategies (ES) as developed by Schwefel/Rechenberg for optimization of a turbine body,

• Evolution Programming (EP) by Fogel, Owens, and Walsh, used in the search for finite state ma¬

chines,

• Genetic Algorithms (GA) by Holland created for adaptive systems, also beyond biological applica¬

tions, and

• Genetic Programming (GP) by Koza, as a subclass of GA, becoming ever more popular for devel¬

oping computer source code.

The distinction between these categories is not easy, and borders become somewhat blurred.1 As we only
focus on the composites of an individual, its genes, and there is no cohesive behavior of the solution popu¬

lation, our algorithm detailed below belongs to the Genetic Algorithm class.

'in [116] Fogel suggests that

evolutionary algorithms reject the notion that meaningful fitness can be assigned to individual genes in isolation and

instead emphasize the total cohesive behavior of an individual or reproducing population Selection is implemented
as a culling force that eliminates relatively poor solutions rather than as a promoter that makes additional copies of

above-average solutions
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Table 4.4: General scheme ofEvolutionaryAlgorithms in pseudo-code.

0 begin

1 initialize starting population set Spop the size Npop
2 goto 7

3 repeat

4 select parents according to their fitness F

5 generate offspring (using crossover and/or mutation

with probability pcross and pmut )

6 generate new population from offspring

(with/out parents)

7 assign fitness F to population members

8 update Pareto set Spareto from Spop

9 until max number generations nmaxgen or stop criterion

10 print out result SPareto>flnai

11 end

It is well beyond the aim of this work to review all basics and aspects of Evolutionary Algorithms. See

[111, 116, 117, 118, 119] for further readings. We only present the general scheme of EAs, which is listed

in pseudo-code in Table 4.4. The interaction of this algorithm with the MOE tool is depicted in Fig. 4.6.

In the following sections we will detail the specific encoding, variation, and selection criteria used in

our search algorithm.

Encoding

One of the core parts in GAs is to find a suitable encoding of the problem. Our optimization problem

belongs to the class of real parameter optimizations [120], i.e. we have a given number of parameters (e.g.

{y I,y2,y3,y4,fcl,fc2,fc4}) forming our decision vector according to Def 4.2. This decision vector is also

called individual i in the EA context, and each parameter can adopt either a value from a given range or

from a set of values (see e.g. Equation 4.6).

y\ = {real.valueJ), ..

., realjvaluejn}

Example {o.50; 0.55; 0.61; 0.67; 0.72; 0.78; 0.84; 0.90} (4-6)

In principle, two alternative codings are available: transformation of the real parameters to a bitstring

representation or the use of real number representation, as e.g. suggested in [119] (list of real parameters).
The advantage of the bitstring encoding is the availability of numerous recombination and mutation oper¬

ators; the disadvantage could be the high degree of perturbation, when disrupting a multi-bit represented

parameter by recombination [120]. Perturbation means that the recombined offspring will not inherit any

features assigned with the disrupted (and therefore destroyed) parameter
value(seeFig.4.9below).Anotherconcernwithbitstringencodingisthedisproportionalsearchspacecoverage:ingeneral,toeffectivelycoverthedecisionspace,eachparametervalue(andthereforeeachlocationinthespace),shouldhaveanequalprobabilitytobeselected.Butwhenconsideringthestandardbit-inversionmutationoperator,theprincipleaboveisviolated.Taketheexampleofathree-digitbitstringwiththeactualbinaryvalueof{101}:althoughthisbitstringrepresentseightdifferentbitcombinations,eachoneencodingarealvalue,byone-bitinversiononlythethreebinarynumbers{001,110,111}canbereached.Othercombinationsrequiretwoorthreebitstobeinvertedandarethereforemuchlesslikelytobeselected.Countermeasurescanpreventthis,buttheymakethemutationprocessmorecomplex.Ontheotherhand,atleasttherecombinationdisruptioncanbeseenasaneffectivemeanstoextendtheparameterspaceexplorationby"jumping"intodistantregions.Infact,thisexplorationcapabilityisoneoftheadvantagesofEAapproachescomparedtoSA-typeones,whichcouldbetrappedinlocalextremamoreeasily.Inourworkwedecidedtousethebitstringrepresentation,asitisthemostflexibleone,andtheabovementioneddrawbackscanbeovercomebychoosingsuitablerecombination/mutationoperators.
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Figure 4.6: Interaction between the EA algorithm and the MOE tool. First, a model-specific parameter

set is encoded and initialized into a population SpoPtn=\. Every individual is translated into a netdata-file
to extract the objective values cost and defect level. Based on these values, fitness assignment is done

and the Pareto set Spareto is updated. If the maximum number ofgenerations has not been exceeded, a

new generation is created by means ofselection and replication, and the loop continues with the objective
extraction.
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A standard GA framework [121] was adopted and we encoded the parameters under investigation
as a one-chromosome individual. The chromosome is a chain of nparam genes, coding the parameters

{pari, • •

•, VarnvaTam }• Each parameter or "gene" is coded as a bitstring with a chosen resolution nres. An

example for the model shown in Fig. 4.11 is given in Fig. 4.7. In this example a resolution of nres = 3 bits

has been selected, permitting 23=8 real values to be encoded.

yl | y2 | y3 | y4 | fcl | fc2 | fc4

genel gene2 gene3 gene4 gene5 geneô gene7

01 1 1 10 100 01 1 010 100 1 10

Figure 4.7: Coding the parameter set ofExample 4.2 as a one-chromosome individual; parameters are

lined in an arbitrary sequence; each parameter is coded by a 3-bit gene selecting a valuefrom its value list

as in Eq. 4.6 (bit values in third line chosen as example).

So, in the first step of the scheme in Table 4.4 a population Spop the size Npop of bitstrings the length

nParam nres is generated and initialized randomly.

Objective Extraction and Fitness Assignment

After decoding a bitstring individual to a specific set of real parameter values, these parameter values are fed

into a MOE <netdata>-file describing the manufacturing model under investigation. With the <netdata>-

file, a MOE simulation ran is started, and the objective results "cost" and "defect level" for the fed parameter

combination are extracted and returned to the GA framework (see Fig. 4.6).
The fitness assessment is done using the Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) [54]. SPEA

has been compared to various other multi-objective EAs and
hasproventooutperformthem[122].SPEAusestheconceptofelitism,wherethebestperformingindividuals(theactualParetopointsofeverypopulation)arestoredinanexternalsetSParetothesizeofNPareto.Now,aimingforfitnessmini¬mization,thefitnessF(i)ofanindividualiGSParetoistheratioofindividualsjGSPopdominatedbyitothetotalnumberofindividuals(Eq.4.7)[54].F{\)=——=,(FitnessParetoindividuals)(4.7)NPop+1F(\)G[0,l)mQ.Thefewerindividualsthereareinacertainniche,thebetterthefitnessvalue.Thisstrategypropelsthesearchintolessexploredregionsofthedecisionspace.Ontheotherhand,thefitnessF(j)ofanindividualjGSPopisthesumofthefitnessesofallParetoindividualsiGSParetodominatingit,plusonetomakesureallordinaryindividualshavealowerfitnessthantheParetoindividuals(Eq.4.8).F(j)=1+2_.F(i),(Fitnesspopulationindividuals)(4.8)Vi|ih)F(j)G[l,NPop)m®.AhighnumberofParetoindividualsdominatingthisordinaryindividualreducesitsfitnessvalue.Theadvantageofthisapproachistobettermaintainthediversityofthepopulation.Anexampleforthefitnesscalculationusingtheobjectivevectorsa-jfromFig.4.1isgiveninFig.4.8.Afterthefitnessassignment,theParetosetSParetoisupdated,removingeventuallynowdominatedindividualsandaddingnewnon-dominatedones.Oncethisstephasbeenaccomplished,onegenerationhasbeencompleted,andtheloopinFig.4.4canstartagaintilltheuntil-conditionis

fulfilled.
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Figure 4.8: Fitness calculation ofSPEA the lower the value, the better the fitness F( ) Pareto points

dominating more population individuals, e g a, b get a worse fitness value than those covering a less

explored region, such as d, f From the normalpopulation, individuals fit, m) close to those marginal points
are promoted in order to support them "boldly to go where no individual has gone before

"

Parent i

Parent j

Child m

Child n

Crossover CO 1 Crossover C02

0 11110

0 0 0 111

0 11110

0 0 0 111

10 0 0 110 10 1

0 0 110 0 0 0 11

0 0 110 0 0 0 11

10 0 0 110 10 1

0 0 110

0 1110

0 0 110

0 1110

Figure 4.9: Child m inherits itsfirst and thirdpartfrom parent i, the secondpartfrom parent j, child n vice

versa Crossover COl is performed along the gene boundaries (\), crossover C02 breaks a gene apart

Creating the Offspring: Selection and Replication

After updating the Pareto set and normal population, two individuals i, j G Spop n SPareto are arbitrarily

drawn, and the individual with the better (here smaller) fitness is copied to the subsequent population Spop,
until again Npop individuals are selected ("tournament selection")

From Spop now, again in a random drawing two individuals i, j are selected for recombination These

individuals i, j act as "parents", inheriting part of their genetic information to their "children" m, n G S

This process is called "crossover", and typical representations are 1-point, 2-point, and n-point crossovers

The number denotes the total of "cuts" where the parents exchange genetic information An example for a

2-point crossover is given
inFig49ThetwotypesofcrossoverexemplifiedinFig49-alonggeneboundaries(COl),orbreakinggenes(C02)-illustratetheoptionsavailableCOlcrossoversmimicthetruerealnumberencoding,asexist¬ing"buildingblocks"survivethecrossoveroperation,thusinheritingtheirbenefitstotheoffspringThus,"buildingblocks"ofanindividualhavingahighfitnessarepreservedandnotdisruptedOntheotherhand,agreaterdegreeofexplorationcomeswithaC02crossoverBothtypesofcrossovershavebeentestedinthealgorithm,andtheCOloperatorsupportingthe"buildingblock"hypothesishasbeenfoundtooutperformtheC02operatorThecrossoverprobabilitypcrossselectsthegeneboundariesusedfor

crossovers
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Whereas crossover can be seen as the "coarse" search algorithm mixing existing genes for fast search

space exploration, mutation operates in the neighborhood of an existing solution. The purpose of this "fine"

search algorithm is to introduce "new" (i.e. not yet present) bitstring combinations and therefore new gene

sequences. These new sequences

• are the only means to generate new possible solutions at all (which is not possible with the non-

disruptive COl crossover operator because it keeps the existing gene sequences and only changes
their combination),

• therefore help maintaining population diversity,

• and search for improvements in the neighborhood.

Bit-oriented operators perform mutation by flipping bits within a gene with a certain probability pmut-

As already mentioned above, the problem with this operator is that flipping most- or least-significant bits

would have had very different impact in the resulting number, and some parameter values requiring multiple
bit inversions would have a very low probability.

In order to cover the entire sub-space, instead of simple bit inversion a uniform probability distribution

is used. When a gene of an individual G S is chosen stochastically for mutation with the mutation prob¬

ability Pmut, a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and (2res - 1) is generated, representing
the list number of the real parameter, and converted to a bit string.

When this process is accomplished moving all individuals with or without mutation from S to Spop,
the loop in Fig. 4.6 will continue with extraction of objectives and fitness assignment as described above.

4.3. Application of the Evolutionary Algorithm

We will now revisit Example 4.2. Remember, in the presented example, only two IC components
aremounted(oneRFchipandonedigitalcorrelator).Example4.3(cf.Example4.2)Forsmall,hand-held,low-powerGPSsystems,areductionofsize,cost,andpowerconsumptionismanda¬tory.MCMtechnologycanbeusedtoachievethesesophisticatedconstraintsbyofferingahigherpack¬agingdensityandbetterinterconnectsolutions.AfunctionalschematicoftheGPSfrontendisshowninFig.4.10.Theoperationisroughlyasfollows:Afterexternalfiltering,theGPSsignalpassesviaamatchedimpedancelinetoalow-noiseamplifier(LNA),andisband-pass(BP)filteredat1.575GHztorejecttheimagefrequency.Usingavoltagecontrolledoscillator(VCO)tofeedtheinternalreference,thesignalisdownconvertedviaintermediatefrequencies(IF)tothebaseband.AfterA/Dconversion,thesignalunder¬goestheselectioninthecorrelatorandthesubsequentstages[123].ThecorrelatorICisreroutedonwaferleveltotransformaperipheralpadpitchoflOOumintoanareaarraypadpitchof350um,suitableforflipchipmounting.Bothchipsaretestedbeforemounting,withthepossibilitytoreworkthecorrelatorrerouting.TheseICsaremountedontoathinfilmsubstrate,whichisinturnmountedtoalaminatecarrier.Themoduleisthencapsuledandundergoesafinalfunctionaltest.Example4.3(continued)InFig.4.11theMOEmanufacturingmodelofthisGPSfrontendisdepicted.ComponentsareanRFdie(upperleft,IDO)andacorrelatordie(mediumleft,ID13).TheRFdiewithyieldy\undergoesapre-screening(ID3)withfaultcoverage/cl;thecorrelator(y'l)isrerouted(ID14)forflipchipattachandafterwardsopticallyinspected(fc2,ID15).Incaseofanerror,thischipcanberepairedoncewiththesuccessratet/3(ID12).Bothdiesareattached(ID5)ontothethinfilmsubstrate(upperrightcornerwitht/4,ID1),andthentheentiresystemundergoesafunctionaltestbeforeshipping(fc4,ID9).Thevalueschosenfortheparameters{yl,y'l,y3,y4,/cl,/c2,/c4}inExample4.3areshowninTable4.5.Additionally,whenchangingayieldorfaultcoverageparameter,dependentparame¬ters,suchascomponentcostortestcost,havetobealteredaswell.Thus,foreachparameterin{yl,y2,y3,y4,/cl,/c2,/c4}thereisadependentparameterfollowingthesyntax<mainPar_dependentPar>.InordertocomparetheEAsearchapproachto"benchmarksolutions",wealsocalculatedtheresultsofthreetypicalparametercombinations,markedinTable4.6:
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Figure 4.10: The GPS demonstrator After external filtering, the GPS signal passes via a matched

impedance line to a LNA, and is BF'-filtered at 1 575GHz to reject the image frequency Using a VCO to

feed the internal reference, the signal is downconverted via intermediatefrequencies to the base band After
A/D conversion, the signal undergoes the selection in the correlator and the subsequent stages Pictures

courtesy SUMMIT consortium [123]
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Figure 4.11: MOE manufacturing modelfor the GPSRFfront endfrom Example 4.3.

Table 4.5: Parameter values used in Example. 4.3; for each main parameter there is a dependentparameter

detailing the cost relation when changing yield andfault coverage (values arbitrarily chosen).

Mam parameters yield and fault coverage G [0 1]
yi 05 0 55714 0 61428 0 67142 0 72857 0 78571 0 84285 09

y2 05 0 56857 0 63714 0 70571 0 77428 0 84285 09114 0 98

y3 0 68702 0 73064 0 77426 0 81788 0 86150 0 90512 0 94874 0 99236

y4 0 68702 0 73064 0 77426 0 81788 0 86150 0 90512 0 94874 0 99236

fcl 05 0 55714 0 61428 0 67142 0 72857 0 78571 0 84285 09

fc2 05 0 56857 0 63714 0 70571 0 77428 0 84285 09114 0 98

fc4 0 68702 0 73064 0 77426 0 81788 0 86150 0 90512 0 94874 0 99236

Dependent parameters yield and test cost m [a u ]

yl_cost 50 55 714 61428 67 142 72 857 78 571

y2_cost 25 28 428 31 857 35 285 38 714 42 142

y3_cost 137 40 146 12 154 85 163 57 172 30 181 02

y4_cost 343 51 365 32 387 13 408 94 430 75 452 56

fcl.cost 50 55 714 61428 67 142 72 857 78 571

fc2_cost 100 113 71 127 42 141 14 154 85 168 57

fc4_cost 687 02 730 64 774 26 81788 861 50 905 12

low: minimum values from Table 4.5,

average: a medium value from every parameter range,

high: maximum values from Table 4.5.

The "low" combination corresponds to low testing efforts and low-cost low-yield components, giving
the highest overall defect level, possibly at the lowest cost (we will cope with that point later on). On the

other hand, the "high" value represents the opposite with maximum test effort and high-quality components,

yielding the lowest defect level. The "low" and "high" combinations are two often undesired extremes when

it comes to cost effectiveness and quality standards. Thus, we included a combination of "average" param¬

eter values well, picking a medium value from every parameter range.

Example 4.3 (continued) The parameter set {yl, y2, y3, y4, fcl, fc2, fcA} is encoded as a bitstring in¬

dividual (cf. Fig. 4.7), and the search algorithm is conductedfollowing the EA scheme in Table 4.4. The

metrics "cost" and "defect level" are computed by inserting the parameter values decodedfrom the bit-

string individuals into the MOE model shown in Fig. 4.11. From these metrics, the fitness assessment and

the evolutionary process as described in the previous sections are performedfor a specified number of

generations (see Fig. 4.6).

Fig. 4.12 shows the joint results from three runs. As one can see, the high-average-low results are

situated almost on a straight line moving towards the process optimum. The "low "-value (filled circle) is

MCM Substrate
-y4ReroutingMCMstobeshippedFinalTest-fc4Repair-y3842854557118974474378428518228948749049198474961890196992

36
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Table 4.6: Parameter values from Table 4.5: Benchmark combinations "low", "average", and "high'
marked.

LOW AVERAGE HIGH

yi /^o?N\ 0 55714 0 61428 0 67142 /0 72857^ 0 78571 0 84285 / 09 N

V2 05 0 56857 0 63714 0 70571 0 77428 0 84285 09114 0 98

V3 0 68702 0 73064 0 77426 0 81788 0 86150 0 90512 0 94874 0 99236

V4 0 68702 0 73064 0 77426 0 81788 0 86150 0 90512 0 94874 0 99236

fcl 05 0 55714 0 61428 0 67142 0 72857 0 78571 0 84285 09

fc2 05 0 56857 0 63714 0 70571 0 77428 0 84285 09114 0 98

fc4 \ 0 68702 ) 0 73064 0 77426 0 81788 ^ 0 86150 ) 0 90512 0 94874 ^0 99236

Table 4.7: Decodedparametersfor the Pareto front; trade-offpoint is marked.

yi y2 y3 y4 fcl fc2 fc4 cost c [a u ] defect level DL

0 90 0 98 0 82 0 99 0 90 0 50 0 69 8998 86 0 0178

0 90 0 98 0 73 0 99 0 90 0 91 0 69 9004 68 0 0086

0 90 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 91 0 69 9005 93 0 0084

( 0 90 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 98 0 69 9012 74 0 0058 )

0 90 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 98 0 73 9064 02 0 005

0 90 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 98 0 77 911358 0 0044

0 90 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 98 0 82 9166 78 0 0034

0 90 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 98 0 95 9318 07 0 0014

0 90 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 98 0 99 9367 91 0 0008

0 84 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 98 0 99 9518 82 0 0002

dominated by the average valuesfrom Table 4.5 (outline square), and both are surpassed by the "high"

parameters (filled square).
Albeit the "high

"

combination gives the lowest defect level (while the "low
"

combination givesthehighestone),lowercostisobtainableatthepriceofasmallincreaseinthedefectlevel.TheParetofront(smallfilledsquares)islocatedinthelowerleftareaofFig.4.12(a),andazoomofthisareaisshowninFig.4.12(b).WepretendthatallParetopointsfulfillthegeneralqualityrequirements,andchoosethepoint{9012a.u.;5800ppm}astrade-offpoint,markingitwithacircle.Thus,comparedtothe"high"pointwithacostof10'500a.u.andadefectlevel<1OOOppm,weachievea16%costreduction.Inafinalstepwehavetoanalyzeandtointerprettheresultsfromthegeneticoptimizationrun.Table4.7showsthedecodedparametersoftheParetofront.Example4.3(end)FromTable4.7wecanseethathighyieldvaluesfortheRFdie(y\)andthecorrelatorIC(y'l)aremandatory.WhenlookingbackonTable4.5andcomparingthecostpenaltyforyieldandfaultcoverageincrease,thebenefitsarebestforthesetwocomponents.Theinfluenceofthereworkstep(y?>)isgraduallyturneddownwhilethefinalfaultcoveragefcAincreases,althoughthecostpenaltyisfourtimeshigherwhenincreasingfcA.Obviously,thehighcomponentyieldtogetherwithagoodtestrendersitsuperfluoustodosomerepairandtoinvestinretestingtherepairedcomponent.Highsubstrateyield(yA)isalsoimperative.Thefinaltestefficiencyincreasespermanently,drivingthedefectleveldowntheParetofront.AninterestingpointisthatinthehigherdefectlevelregionsthelowfcAvalueisfirstcompensatedbyincreasingthepreliminarytestfc2duetoitsbettercost/performanceratio.Thenthefinaltestcomesintoplay.Thusforsomeapplications,whereonlyminordefectlevelimprovementsarerequired,apreliminarytestmightalreadysufficetomovetoanacceptabledefectlevel.4.4.DiscussionDoestheevolutionaryalgorithmalwaysresultinaParetofrontliketheonedepictedinFig.4.12?Andwhataboutthestabilityofthetrade-offpoint?Wewillinvestigatethesetwoissuesintheremainderofthis
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Figure 4.13: Population shape as a means to classify Paretofront types.

section.

Pareto Types and Population Shapes

For another optimization problem, a Pareto front like the one depicted in Fig. 4.13(a) has been observed.

Thus, the question is

• how many different Pareto front types do exist,

• whether we can deduce information on the Pareto front type before using the EA optimization

method, and

• whether this can help reduce the computational effort.

In order to investigate the general result types for an EA run, we introduce the shape of the population as

criterion.

We define the population shape as two tangential lines including all population individuals and origi¬

nating near or on the trade-off point. The Pareto front from the example in Fig. 4.13(a) is shown again in

Fig. 4.13(b), with the population shape marked. In this figure, the Pareto front is identical with the popula¬
tion shape.

For a more general perception, two angles a, ß are introduced to describe the inclination of the popu¬

lation shape (see Fig. 4.14(a)). Both angles in Fig. 4.14(a) are considered positive, and thus four general

types of fronts can be distinguished:

• a > 0, ß > 0: a "large" Pareto front (Fig. 4.14(a)),

• a > 0, ß < 0: mini-Pareto type 1, where only the lower part of the population shape constitutes the

Pareto front (Fig. 4.14(b)),

• a < 0, ß > 0: mini-Pareto type 2, where only the upper part of the population shape constitutes the

front (Fig. 4.14(c)), and

• a < 0, ß < 0: only a single optimal point (Fig. 4.14(d)).

Pareto fronts like in Figs. 4.14(a) and 4.14(b) have already been shown previously.
The only hint about the Pareto type we can have before calculating the front are the "high-parameter"

and "low-parameter" points. As already said, the "low-parameter" point always has the highest defect level
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the Pareto front In d) there is even only a single optimal point From the location ofthe high-low points no

conclusion on the type ofPareto front can be drawn
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(since every change leads to higher yield and better fault coverage and therefore to a decreasing defect

level), and the "high-parameter" point has the lowest defect level (as every change leads to a degradation).
On the other hand, no information can be deducted on the cost of these two points. Investment into higher

yield and better fault coverage increases the direct cost, but this could be compensated by a reduced yield

loss, depending on the actual parameter values. So, the "low" point can exhibit an even higher total cost

than the "high" point (Fig. 4.12(a)) or not (Fig. 4.13(a)). Since the "low-high" pattern of the "large Pareto

front" and the "mini-Pareto 2" and the pattern of the "single optimal point" and "mini-Pareto 1" can be the

same (Fig. 4.14), no rash conclusion about the Pareto type can be drawn.

Stability Analysis

Another concern is the stability of the trade-off point (marked with circles in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13(a)).

Definition 4.5

Stability of Trade-off Point. The stability of a cost-defect level trade-off point, which is located

at {ctrade-off',DLtrade-off} in the objective space, is defined as variation in the objective space

{ctrade-off±Ac; DLtrade-off±ADL} due to parameter variations in the decision space {yltrade-off ±

Ayl, y'ltrade-off ± Ay2,..., /c4tra(fe-o// ± A/c4}. The higher Ac • ADL, the worse the stability.

In real-world optimization problems using statistical parameters in the decision vector, it is very probable
that some parameters have a higher statistical variance than others and that therefore some trade-off points
are more stable than others. In order to quantify the susceptibility to this

parametervariation,weperformastabilityanalysis.Theusualprocedurewouldbetocalculatethegradientofeverysingleparameter.Butduetothelargenumberofparameters,theresultwouldbedifficulttoanalyze,andmoreover,theparametersarenotinde¬pendentofeachother.Instead,wemovetoa"nearestneighbor"analysis,wherewetakeasubpopulationconsistingofparametersadjacenttothoseofthetrade-offpoint(seeTable4.8).Theassumptionisthateveryparameterofthetrade-offpointcouldonlychangetoitsadjacenthigherorlowervalue.SotakingTable4.5asanexample,thevalueofyl=0.90couldonlymoveto0.842858.Inourexample,only72individuals(=parametercombinations)hadtobeevaluated.Forahighernumber,ajointPareto/reverseParetosearch2wouldgivetheshapeofthestabilitysubpopulation.Table4.8:Nearestneighborpopulationforthetrade-offpointinExample4.3;theparametervaluesofthetrade-offpointmarkedwiththickboxes,neighborswiththinboxes.LIyiy2y3-y4--fcl-fc2fc40505068702-0,68702—'05050687020557140568570730640730640557140568570730640614280637140774260774260614280637140774260671420705710817880817880671420705710817880728570785710861504ui-e013058911POJ10o|948'90512cJ948'077-1284J0IO0J084285[94874l94874842859114948740909809923609923609098099236Wethenintroducetherectangleenvelopingthesubpopulationasstabilitycriterion;thelargerthesizeofthisrectangle(i.e.Ac•ADL),thelessstablethepointis.Forathree-dimensionalobjectivespace,thiscriterionwouldbeextendedtoaboxcontainingallsubpopulationmembers.Theanalysisisexemplifiedusingthetrade-offpointfromExample4.3.ThispointiscomparedtothethetwoneighboredpointsTl,T'lontheParetofront(seeTable4.9).TheresultsofthisstabilityanalysisaregiveninFig.4.15.Comparingtheenvelopingrectangles,theoneoftheoriginallychosentrade-offpointpresentsthesmallestarea,givingthebeststabilityofallcandidates.NumericalResolutionThelastissuetobetackledisthenumericalresolutionofthecomputations.WhenanalyzingtheParetopointsinTable4.7,weseethatforthesecondandthirdpoints,althoughyiisreduced,animprovementinhighestcost;highestdefectlevel
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Table 4.9: Possible trade-offpointsfor stability analysis (cf. Table 4.7).

yi y2 y3 y4 fcl fc2 fc4 cost defect level

Tl 0 90 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 91 0 69 9005 93 0 0084

Trade Off 0 90 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 98 0 69 9012 74 0 0058

T2 0 90 0 98 0 69 0 99 0 90 0 98 0 73 9064 02 0 005

the defect level can be observed. This effect can also be noticed in the same table for the last and the last

but one Pareto point: y\ reduces from 0.99 to 0.84, but the overall defect level improves. The reason is that

in the forth position of the defect level the numerical noise limits are reached (all input parameters are only

specified to the sixth decimal position). For further increase in numerical resolution, the decimal places of

the input parameters would have to be increased.

4.5. Summary

In this chapter we have presented an introduction to multi-objective optimization and motivated why this

type of optimization is preferable for design space exploration. The Pareto ranking scheme is used for result

representation.
Whereas for a small search set the quest for these trade-off points can be done manually, for larger

sets a structured algorithm is required. Evolutionary Algorithms have been chosen as an effective means to

conduct a search for Pareto optimal solutions in a large decision space for a manufacturing setup, and we

have shown the successful adaptation of such an algorithm to our cost-quality problem.
The application of this search algorithm to a GPS production has been used to illustrate the procedure

to select a trade-off point, the foremost target of the virtual prototyping. An important point is the post¬

processing and interpretation of the decoded results. The discussion on Pareto front types showed that the

result type cannot be anticipated. Stability issues for trade-off points have been tackled and a figure-of-merit
has been introduced to assess different candidates.

In the following chapter we will now apply our methodology to the manufacturing optimization of a

Smart Card.



5

Application to Early Design

Analysis

In this chapter we apply our cost-quality trade-off methodology to the manufacturing process of an e-

business smart card, in the following referred to as eCard. The purpose of this application example is to

illustrate data collection and identification of available optimization options early in the design, in contrast

to the previous GPS example, where theoretical incremental improvements of cost and yield/fault coverage
in an existing production have been assumed. Also, this time the considerations include rising NRE costs,

i.e. additional equipment investment required to achieve a higher yield or fault coverage.

The chapter starts with an introduction to the eCard, the following section presents the manufactur¬

ing model used. Based on a stability analysis, optimization potentials are identified, analyzed, and finally
discussed.

Note: Since the work underlying this chapter has been done under a non-disclosure agreement for an

external partner, all cost data is anonymized as a.u. (arbitrary cost units).

5.1. Introduction to the Case Study

Defined at its highest level, a smart card, as it currently exists, is a credit-card sized plastic card with an

embedded computer chip. The chip can either be a microprocessor with internal memory or a memory chip
with non-programmable logic. The chip connection is either via direct physical contact or remotely via

a contactless electro-magnetic interface. A microprocessor chip can add, delete and otherwise manipulate
information in its memory. It can be viewed "as a miniature computer with an I/O port, operating system

and hard disk" [124].

Nowadays, even more capabilities than only data processing can be made available to the customer in

order to facilitate e-business and to make new applications happen. But these capabilities require additional

services. Therefore, the eCard with its enhanced functionality has been developed, comprising

• location awareness provided by a GPS system, and

• authentication by means of an automatic fingerprint identification system (AFIS).

A schematic picture of a standard so-called ISO ID1 card (according to ISO 7810) with a thickness of

0.76mm ± 0.08mm, is shown in Fig. 5.1 [125]. The location of the functional blocks is indicated.

The RF GPS block incorporates the RF chip GRF (including mixer and VCO for downconverting the

incoming signal), a low noise amplifier (LNA), an external clock plus passive components. The antenna is
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Figure 5.1: Formfactor ofa standardISO ID1 card, combined with the placement ofsome eCardfunctional
blocks. Location awareness and user authentication are provided by a GPS system and by means of an

automaticfingerprint identification unit to further enhance security issues and transaction possibilities of
e-business.

produced separately and inserted during assembly. The digital GPS part consists of the correlator chip GSP,

a microcontroller uC, a Flash EEPROM and an SRAM for program storage and memory. The functional

block "Fingerprint" comprises the sensor itself, plus an ARM7 microprocessor, and again program storage

and memory.

Technological Issues

So far existing Smart Cards included only single chip applications, mostly an 8-bit uC with additional

security features [125]. This uC is inserted into empty space on the top side of the card body, as submodule

in either chip-on-flex, TAB, or lead-frame technology (see Fig. 5.2). The process is delicate in terms of

process tolerances and yield, but well-established and under control.

Adhesive

Foil

Contact Elements

Figure 5.2: Cross section ofa chip-on-flex build-up, laminated to a smart card [125].

For the eCard, the manufacturing complexity is significantly increased from inserting one IC to seven

ICs, rendering the chip-on-flex approach improbable. The multiple dies require the existence of a carrier

substrate in order to benefit as much as possible from a standard electronic system assembly process. Any
additional handling and processing steps will increase system cost due to experimental setups required,
followed by a lengthy qualification procedure.

Since, to the best of our knowledge, a system with this complexity has not been integrated so far into a

credit card using card manufacturing processes such as moulding and lamination1 [126], the developers are

Currently, there do exist "cards" that are enclosed in a metal housing and are several millimeters thick.
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Figure 5.3: Cross section ofthe eCard build-up sketching the manufacturing sequence.

interested in an assessment of the cost structure, which is presented in the remainder of this chapter.

5.2. Optimizing eCard

First, cost/yield information for medium quantities for the targeted manufacturing process has to be ac¬

quired. Based on these numbers, a primary analysis must be conducted to determine the cost/quality range.

In case cost/quality requirements are not met, improvement strategies have to be developed and assessed.

The eCard Manufacturing Model

The eCard requires several IC components to be interconnected.

GPS signal processor GSP, RF chip GRF, uC, SRAM, Flash,

antenna, passive components;

Fingerprint sensor, uC, including Flash and SRAM.

For the fabrication, a sequential approach has been chosen, where first all electronic components are

mounted onto an ultra-thin substrate using standard electronic assembly processes (chip attach, wire bond¬

ing, SMD placing, soldering). Onto this populated substrate the antenna is attached and the primary software

initialization is done. Then, the substrate surface is brought to an even level by means of injection mold¬

ing, and finally the top and bottom foils are laminated (see Fig. 5.3). Especially the lamination process is

reported to be very cumbersome and can have a yield of down to 60% [ 126].

Fig. 5.4 shows the manufacturing model for the eCard. For the functional prototype, both wire bonding
of bare dies and soldering of SMD passive components and CSPs are used. First, in IDO the board is

produced, undergoes a short/open test, and is prepared in ID3 for soldering (solder screen printing). Then,

the solderable IC components are attached to the board, followed by a cleaning step (not shown). The bare

die components (in ID4, ID5, and ID6), either tested (TEST A & B) or already delivered as KGDs, are

now wire bonded to the partially populated board. TEST C is the first opportunity to inspect the module,

primarily to check and repair the wire bonds and solderjoints (REWORK C). The bare die components are

then glob topped for protection.

Meanwhile, the antenna has been produced (ID20) and tested (TEST D). The antenna is now mounted

onto the board and its feed connected to the module. Subsequently, the fingerprint is attached to the build¬

up. TEST and REWORK E provide a functional test and the last opportunity to replace circuitry before the

non-reworkable card processes start.

First, the build up is injection moulded to provide an even level on the top. Then, lamination of the

bottom and top foil (partially with openings) finishes the manufacturing process. TEST F is the final factory
test before the eCard is shipped for personification at a card issuer company.
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Table 5.1: Production data for the eCard, 10'000 units p.a.; components/processes with yield ranges are

marked with thick boxes. Cost is denoted in arbitrary units (a. u.) due to confidentiality reasons.

Process MOE Yield FC Cost NRE Comments

[%] [%] [au] [au]
Substrate IDO

ID4

ID5

ID6

99 23

10

12

12

5'000

20'000

0

lO'OOO

multi-project wafer

Bare Die

Bare Die

LNA 1 80-90 1

GRF | 70-90 |
pC 99

Memories ID12 99 30 0 Std CSPs

GSP ID13 99 9 17 0

ARM7 ID14

ID20

ID24

99 15

16

19

lOO'OOO

15'000

0

Custom CSP

no ESD protection

Antenna (ANT) 1 70-85 1

Fingerprint (FP) 1 80-90 1
S/O Test ID1 90 8 lO'OOO

TESTA ID7 50 3 15'000 DC test

TESTB ID8 30 3 15'000 DC test

TESTC ID16 50 3 40'000 simple GPS test

REWORK C ID17 30 5 5'000 bond only
TESTD ID21 50 3 5'000 return loss

TESTE ID25 40 7 15'000 interconnect digital
REWORK E ID27 30 15 5'000 feed, FP

TEST F ID30 70 20 50'000 medium functional

Die AttachW/B ID3 99 999 4 15'000 112 1/Os

Soldering ID11 99 9999 3 25'000 250 I/Os

Mount SMD ID15 99 99 23 0 ca 20

Glob Top ID18

ID23

ID33

99 99 2

5

2

0

7'000

15'000

Mount Antenna (MNT) 1 70-90 I

SW Imt 99 99

Injection Moulding (MLD) ID28

ID30

80-95 6

2

60'000

5'000Lamination T/B (LAM) 60-85

Production Data

Table 5.1 presents the basic data for the eCard manufacturing flow. There are seven components/process

steps where we had to estimate the yield data based on prototyping experience and existing products result¬

ing in data ranges, namely for the components LNA, GRF, Antenna, and Fingerprint, and for the processes

Mount Antenna, Injection Moulding, and Lamination. These yield ranges are marked with boxes. Due to

these ranges, the result will also have a tolerance range in terms of cost and defect level, posing an economic

risk to the company selling this card.

Risk Analysis

In order to assess this risk, we need to perform an analysis estimating the cost-quality tolerance ranges,

similar to the stability analysis in the previous chapter. The risk analysis gives an idea of how cost and

quality of the eCard prototype will change due to the yield variations in Table 5.1. To do so, we sampled

every yield range with its minimum, average, and maximum value (e.g. for the LNA 80%, 85%, 90%) and

calculated the worst and the best case with minimum and maximumyield for each
parameter.

Forillustrationpurposes,wealsogenerated200yieldcombinationsfortheabovementionedcomponentsandprocesses,beinga10%subsetofthe37=2187possiblecombinationsresultingfromthreeapplicablevaluesforsevenparameters{LNA,GRF,ANT,FP,MNT,MLD,LAM}.InFig.5.5wefindtheresultsofthisriskanalysis.Inthex-directionthetotalmodulecostisshown(allcostinarbitrarycostunitsa.u.),inthey-directionthecarddefectlevel.Thesamplesbuildastraightline,rangingfrom(375.85a.u.;0.2589)(bestcase)to(521.59a.u.;0.712)(worstcase)withamediumof(449.05a.u.;0.4921).Thisstraightlineiscausedbytheyieldloss:forloweryieldfiguresmorerejectsareproducedbyTESTF,increasingtheoverallcost,andmorefaultymodulesescapethefinaltest,thusincreasingthedefectlevel.FromthisdatawecanseethattheyieldrangesfromTable5.1resultinasignificantspanofcostandquality,andthatwiththeactualtestmeasuresonlyanintolerabledefectlevelisachievable.Inthefollowingsectionpossibleimprovementconceptsareoutlined.
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Figure 5.5: Result ofthe risk analysis: the constant slope is caused by the increasing yield loss and defect
level associated with lower yieldfigures. Average cost/defect level is (449.05 a. u. ; 0.4921). The defect level

is considered to be unacceptable (worst case: from ten cards only three are functional).

Possible Improvement Concepts

In order to drastically improve the defect level of the prototype eCard, either the yield of the processes or

the fault coverage of the test steps have to be improved. Moreover, a test's/rework's effectiveness always
has to be checked. Thus, for the tests/rework points A to E omitting the step is an option. An exception is

the final TEST F which cannot be omitted. Below all improvement options are listed.

TEST A (LNA): Currently, only a wafer-level direct current (DC) test is assumed to check the LNA's

functionality. Performance test would require a temporary carrier and RF measurement equipment to

achieve a better fault coverage.

TEST B (GRF): The GRF chip is currently delivered untested from the supplier, but also here a simple
DC test could act as an incoming inspection. For a full performance test passive components and

a qualified antenna are required, either on the partially assembled board or on a temporary carrier,

rendering this alternative rather expensive.

TEST C, REWORK C (RF part GPS): Here, an initial test of the GPS radio part is possible. Connec¬

tivity and performance with a qualified EXTERNAL antenna could be tested. Either a simple or

extended RF test is applicable, using identical equipment, but differing in test time (and therefore test

cost). For the rework process, the first stage is to check/replace the bond interconnects. The second

repair stage also involves component replacement, e.g. the GPS oscillator.

TEST D (Antenna): In the first pass test the return loss can be measured; advanced testing requires dedi¬

cated RF equipment.

TEST E, REWORK E: The fingerprint IC is functionally tested before shipping, but since no ESD pro¬

tection is present, there might be some pixel malfunctioning, calling for an incoming inspection. But

not all 256x256 pixels are required for the fingerprint acquisition, so to lower the component cost, a

fingerprint chip without all pixels functional might be applicable. Also, a connectivity test via scan

bus or BIST for the digital part can be included, as well as a functional test of the GPS system together
with the antenna to check the feed connection. A more rigid test incorporates at-speed and perfor¬
mance tests. This is the last possibility to identify and replace a malfunctioning component. Simple
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rework only replaces/reworks the fingerprint and/or antenna feed; a step beyond would require failure

analysis and component replacement.

TEST F: The final functional test offers increasing test coverages: start with "system wake-up", proceed
with performance tests. Test equipment remains the same; the fault coverage rises with test time.

Yield improvement of the components is a second important strategy, although considered to be more

complicated. This improvement requires interaction with the component supplier:

Yield LNA: A first improvement could be obtained when moving from multi-project processing to a single

wafer, for even higher yield a custom CSP is required.

Yield GRF: For the GRF, higher yield can only be achieved when packaged in a CSP, with a subsequent
burn in step.

Yield Antenna ANT: Higher yield is only possible with more accurate processing.

Yield Fingerprint FP: Either ESD screening or temporary packaging will improve the yield of the finger¬

print.

Moreover, investment in the "weak" processes Mount Antenna ANT, Injection Moulding MLD, and

Lamination LAM will raise the respective yields as well.

A summary of all possible improvements is listed in Table 5.2. Compared to Table 5.1, for all critical-

yield components/processes we have set the values to the lower border, so that for every yield improvement
a penalty has to be paid.

In order to determine the optimum combination of all possible strategies, the search algorithm from the

previous chapter is applied to screen the search space of 315 = 14'348'907 possible solutions of now 15

parameters {LNA, GRF, ANT, FP, MNT, MLD, LAM, fcA, fcB, fcC, rewC, fcD, fcE, rewE, fcF} with three

applicable values.

5.3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 5.6 presents the combined result of several EA optimization runs using the methodology described in

chapter 4, showing

• the initial population (+),

• the final population for comparison purposes (x),

• the final Pareto front (*, connected with lines),

• the "min-medium-max" results (),

• plus the risk region from Fig. 5.5 (dashed box).

The results form a "normal" Pareto front according to Fig. 4.14(a).
As already observed in previous examples, the Pareto front builds a connection between the "min"- and

the "max-" combination result, outperforming the "min-" and the "med-" point by cost and defect level. The

"max-" combination again gives the best (=lowest) defect level, but provides only minimal improvement

compared to the best Pareto front solution.

Table 5.3 shows the decoded parameters of the Pareto points in Fig. 5.6. A preferable trade-off point
would be at {468.67a.u.; 0.1212} (marked) because at this point the slope of defect level decrease has

leveled off. For all Pareto solutions, the optimization algorithm favors highest component yields instead of

rigid testing. This can be explained by the good yield improvements for the components and processes at

rather low cost, compared to investment into higher test effort. The three "steps" observed in Fig. 5.6 where

the defect level reduces correspond very well with the progress of the final test coverage fcF towards 90%.

In addition to that, the antenna pre-test is also favorable for improving the maximum achievable yield for

this component, again fostered by the comparably low cost effort for high fcD (see Table 5.2).
Neither

ofthereworkprocessesrewCandrewEhasbeenselected.Thereasoncanbefoundintherathersmallnumberofsystemstobeproduced(lO'OOO),whereonlyasmallnumberofunitswould

arrive
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Table 5.2: Parameters for improvement concepts eCard, 10'000 units p a
, processes/components from

Table 5 1 not shown remain unchanged Cost is denoted in anonymous units (au ) due to confidentiality
reasons

Process MOE Yield

[%]

FC

[%]

Cost

[au]

NRE

[au]

Comments

LNA ID4 85

95

99

10

12

15

20 000

20 000

60 000

MPW*

single wafer

packaged
GRF ID5 80

95

99

12

14

15

0

100 000

100 000

Bare Die

packaged

packaged
Antenna (ANT) ID20 75

80

85

16

18

20

15 000

15 000

15 000

Fingerprint (FP) ID24 85

90

95

19

21

24

0

10 000

20 000

ESD screen

temp packaged
Mount Antenna (MNT) ID23 70

80

90

5

7

12

7 000

7 000

7 000

Injection Moulding (MLD) ID28 80

87 5

95

6

10

14

60 000

60 000

60 000

Lamination T/B foil (LAM) ID30 60

72 5

85

2

4

10

5 000

5 000

5 000

TEST A (fcA)

(LNA)

ID7 0

50

90

0

3

6

0

15 000

50 000

no test

DC

temp carrier

TEST B (fcB)

(GRF)

ID8 0

30

50

0

3

6

0

15 000

60 000

no test

DC

temp carrier

TEST C (fcC) ID16 0

50

80

0

3

8

0

40 000

40 000

no test

simple GPS

extended GPS

REWORK C (rewC) ID17 0

30

90

0

5

30

0

5 000

25 000

bond only

comp replace
TEST D (fcD)

(Antenna)

ID21 0

50

90

0

3

5

0

5 000

25 000

measure return loss

full

TEST E (fcE) ID25 0

40

70

0

7

10

0

15 000

25 000

interconnect digital
functional

REWORK E (rewE) ID27 0

30

70

0

15

20

0

5 000

25 000

feed FP

comp replace
TEST F (fcF) ID30 70

80

90

15

20

23

50 000

50 000

50 000

functional simple
functional medium

functional extended

MPW multi project wafer
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Figure 5.6: Results ofthe EA cardproduction optimization: Keyfactorfor the improvement was primarily
investment into qualified, i.e. tested, components, significantly improving the overall defect level, compa¬

rable to the "best case"from the risk analysis. Forfurther defect level improvements, a cost premium has

to be paid: the Pareto front exhibits three "steps" indicating the increase in finalfault coverage fcA. The

trade-offpoint is circled where defect level decrease levels off. This point has a cost similar to the center

point ofthe risk analysis, but with only 25% the defect level. Close to the Paretofront, there also exist other

individuals that are less optimal in terms ofcost and defect level, but might be easier to implement in reality.
The use ofa Pareto tolerance band instead ofa simple front could help keep track ofthose solutions, but

the matter is subject to further research (EA parameters are population size Npop = 200, Pareto set size

N,Pareto 20, n.
maxgen

100 iterations, crossover probability pc 0.8, and mutation probability

Pmut = 0.1/
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Table 5.3: Parameter structure for eCard Pareto front ofFig. 5.6; possible trade-offpoint is marked. Note

how cost rises and defect level decreases with the step-like change offinalfault coverage fcA.

Yield Test/Rework Results

LNA GRF ANT FP MNT MLD LAM fcA fcB fcC rewC fcD fcE rewE fcF Cost Defect Lvl

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 8 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

000 0 00 0 07

0 0 0 0 09 0 0 07

0 03 0 0 09 0 0 07

05 0 0 0 09 0 0 07

0 0 05 0 09 0 0 07

05 03 0 0 09 04 0 07

0 0 0 0 09 07 0 07

0 0 0 0 09 0 0 08

05 0 0 0 09 0 0 08

0 0 05 0 09 0 0 08

0 0 0 0 09 07 0 08

05 0 0 0 09 07 0 08

05 0 0 0 09 07 0 08

0 0 0 0 09 0 0 09

05 0 0 0 09 0 0 09

0 0 05 0 09 0 0 09

37131 0 3407

37197 0 2821

375 63 0 2788

377 98 0 2703

3816 0 2677

395 98 0 2667

397 3 0 2521

404 29 0 2247

409 23 0 2165

413 4 0 2128

426 3 0 2015

432 97 0 2013

437 37 0 199

446 12 0 1393

450 26 0 1323

456 32 0 1296

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85 0 0 0 0 09 07 0 09 468 67 0 1212

0 99 0 99 0 8 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 99 0 99 0 85 0 95 0 9 0 95 0 85

0 03 0 0 09 07 0 09

05 03 05 0 09 07 0 09

479 07 0 1203

49188 0 1195

in the rework cycles, rendering the investment in a rework station expensive. For all other tests, if a test has

been chosen, only the lower fault coverage has been selected. This can be explained with the continuously
increasing

NREcost,nexttotheincreasingdirectcost,doublingtheexpensesforqualityimprovements.Then,insteadofswitchingtothehigher/c-valueforthesametesttoimprovethedefectlevel,anothertestgivesabettercost/defectlevel,travelingdowntheParetofront.Thisbehaviorisduetothemathematicaloptimization,selectingstrictlythebestvaluefortheParetoset.Asonecanseefromthefinalpopulation(xinFig.5.6),theredoexistindividuals(=solutions)closetothefinalParetofrontofferinganinferior,thoughcomparable,costandquality,whichmightbeeasiertoimplementthantheParetosolutions.OneanswertothisnotioncouldbetheloggingofallpopulationandParetoindividualswithinacertaindistanceoftheParetofronttokeeptrackofsuch"sub-optimal",yetbetterimplementablesolutions.Comparingthetrade-offsetupwiththeinitiallytargetedoneinTable5.1,weseethatfirsteffortsshouldconcentrateonafullantennatestfcDandan(atleast)moderatefunctionaltestbeforelaminationfcE.Furtherimprovementscanbeachievedbypre-testingofcomponents,andreworkstepscanonlybeseenas"ultimaratio".5.4.ConclusionsInthischapterwehaveshowntheapplicationofourtrade-offmethodologytoanindustrialearly-designanalysisfortheproductionofanewtypeofSmartCard.Theresultsconfirmtherule-of-thumbtoworkasmuchaspossiblewithKGD-likecomponentsinsteadoffindingandfixingfaultslaterintheprocess(cf.Fig.1.5(a)).Areasonforthisfactisthat,whileimprovementinfaultcoveragehadtobepaidwithincreasesinbothdirectcostandNRE,ayieldimprovementrequiredmostlyonlya(smaller)raiseofthedirectcost.Also,themaximumyieldreachablewasinmostcaseshigherthanthemaximumfaultcoverageinrange(seeTable5.2).Still,inalocalenvironmentstrivingformediumdefectlevelimprovementstomeetspecifications,itcanmakemoresensetointroduceadditional,newteststepsthantopushthefaultcoverageofexistingtests.Summarizingthefindingswecansaythatsincethisspecifictypeofsmartcardproductionhasnotyetbeenfabricated,ouranalysisgavesomeinsightintothefabricationcoststructure,providinganinitialcost/defectlevelriskrangeandanestimateforatrade-offpoint.WehavetopointoutthatevenwiththefoundPareto-optimalparametersorunder"max"parameterconditionsthedefectlevelisstillunaccept-ablyhighevenforprototypingproduction(everyeighthprototypewouldfailalthoughpassingalltests).Currently,thebeststrategyseemstobetoworkwithknown-goodcomponentsasmuchaspossible.Evenwiththecurrentimplementation,theyieldlosshasashareof25%to30%ofthetotalcost(NREapprox.10%),leavingplentyofroomforcostoptimization.Butbeforedevelopingfutureproductionstrategies,
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the estimated yield and fault coverage figures have to be corroborated by measurements. The elimination

or at least mitigation of damage caused by "weak" process steps would be a key point to achieve better

defect level results, namely injection moulding (ID28) and foil lamination (ID30). SOC, i.e. integration of

the multiple processing components into a single piece of silicon including memory, might be an option to

reduce the number of subsequent packaging processes, thus increasing yield and therefore quality. If these

actions still do not lead to an acceptable quality level, the general specifications driving the eCard thickness

and therefore requesting the weak steps ID28 and ID30 for card production have to be re-examined. A pos¬

sible solution could be moving towards more rigid housing alternatives, thus omitting ID28 and ID30, while

changing e.g. to a wireless card interface instead of requiring compatibility with existing terminal devices.

In the subsequent chapter we show how the presented approach has to be extended to cope with such

issues as fabrication and partitioning concepts.



6

Investigating Fabrication and

Partitioning Issues

In this chapter we outline additional manufacturing choices to be addressed, such as external contract man¬

ufacturing (ECM) vs. in-house manufacturing (IHM) and system-on-a-package (SOP) vs. system-on-a-chip

(SOC), and how they influence cost and quality issues. Based on these influences we detail how the pre¬

sented modeling language has to be extended to cope with these more general problems.

Also, we show how the trade-off concept and the stability investigations from chapter 4 can be used for

trend analyses when detailed data is not available.

6.1. Even more Manufacturing Choices

The number of manufacturing options is not only driven by the number of technologies but also by different

production and design concepts. Thus, in addition to the purely technical options described in chapter 1,

recently also more fabrication- and partitioning-related issues have surfaced:

• Should a company set up/use an own fabrication line in-house, or should it subcontract external

manufacturing partners?

• System-on-chip (SOC) vs. System-on-a-package (SOP)? Should all functional blocks be mapped
onto a single IC? Or should a set of sub-ICs form the desired functionality? What is a suitable im¬

plementation for an electronic system? When using SOC, the right IC technology has to be chosen;

when opting for SOP, the question is the right packaging technology.

Similar to the cost/quality trade-off, no general wisdom exists to pick the best solution. Internal or exter¬

nal manufacturing, SOC or SOP have significant impacts on test, the SOC strategy will limit the availability
of components, the cost structures and lead times are different, etc.

We will outline in the following subsections, what impact these fabrication/partitioning concepts have.

6.1.1. External Contract Manufacturing

Lately, the business model of outsourcing production facilities has gained significant interest. The idea

behind the outsourcing concept is to minimize "dead", i.e. bound capital investment and to be independent
from manufacturing technologies while offering "customer solutions" instead.
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Front end...

In the area of semiconductor design and manufacturing, companies using this model are called "fabless

companies", and their counterparts doing production "foundries"1.

Fabless (without fab) refers to the business methodology of outsourcing the manufacturing of silicon

wafers, which several semiconductor companies have adopted (as of Q4 2000, at least 48 companies consti¬

tute the FABLS stock index). Fabless companies focus on the design, development and commercialization

of their products and outsource (at least a significant share) of their production to silicon wafer manufactur¬

ers, or foundries.

Foundry is a service organization that caters to the processing and manufacturing of silicon wafers. A

pure-play foundry is a company that focuses 100 percent of its efforts on this service and offers no end prod¬
ucts. These companies typically develop and own the process technology or partner with another company

for it. Some companies offer 100 percent wafer manufacturing services and others offer foundry services to

supplement their company's own requirements.

This business model is especially attractive for start-up companies, but also well-known players such

as Xilinx, Adaptec, etc. follow the fabless road. These companies can directly benefit from semiconductor

technology advances without having to invest in expensive cleanroom or production technology.

...
and Back end

For packaging/system design and production, the outsourcing concept has existed even longer, and the

partners are called design houses/fabless original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) and external contract

manufacturing (ECM) companies. For fabless OEM companies, such as u-blox, the benefits are the same

as for semiconductor fabless companies: not to be determined to use a specific technology. See the two

scenarios for the GPSMS1® from Example 3.1: a change from wire bonding to CSPs would not result in

bound capital investment for wire bonders that are no longer required.
The disadvantage of external contract manufacturing is that not everything is well-controllable in the

manufacturing process, including production timing, quality, and cost. Apart from that, of a product's entire

value chain only a part is created by the fabless company, and therefore that company has to share the profit
with the contract manufacturers. This fact can drive the need to set up an own manufacturing line or to

develop and to produce own components (u-blox: own GPS chip set [127]).
This question of "we don't want to rely on others" vs. "let's focus on our core competences" is a strategic

decision, sometimes also a historic one (when the company started with its own production), and will not

be changed hghtheartedly, see the example of Flextronics taking over Ericsson's mobile phone production

[24]. But the question can rise again with every new product that does not exactly match existing business

and manufacturing areas.

Comparing IHM and ECM concepts by parameters according to section 3.2, namely direct cost, NRE,

and yield/test coverage, we can say that internal and external (fabless) manufacturing have different
costaspects:fablesscompanieshavehigherdirectcost,whereasmanufacturingcompanieshaveamuchhigherannualdepreciation.Thus,ownmanufacturingsitespayoffespeciallyforhigherproductionvolumes.Re¬gardingyieldandtestissues,inprincipleinternalandexternalmanufacturingcanachievethesameresults,perhapswithinternalperformingbetterintestingsincethereisaclosercouplingtotheproductknowhow.Ontheotherhand,contractcompanieshavemoreresourcesandahigherlevelofknowhowavailabletoachievebetterresultsortoproduceinashortertime.Thus,ingeneral(exceptforin-house"hotruns")externalmanufacturershaveatimeleadoverinternalforces,especiallywhenaproductionlineistobeestablished(u-blox:althoughmovingtowardsowncomponentdevelopment,aproductioncooperationissetupwithchipmanufacturerAtmel[127]).Regardinginformationaccuracy,cost,quality,andproductiontimeeffortscanbecontrolledmoreeasilywithintheowncompany,whereasexternalimprovementsaremoredifficulttoachieve.Thus,forexternalmanufacturingtheprecisionofallcost,timing,andqualitydataislower.seewwwfsaorgforsemiconductorfablesscompames
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A summary of the considerations above is shown in Table 6.1. Accurate data has to be extracted from

specific quotations. Comparing external and in-house manufacturing, a MOE production model, such as the

one shown in Fig. 3.9, does not have to be changed since the process steps to be undertaken remain the

same. Usually, an in-house production model will be more detailed since more process details are available

or can be obtained by measurements.

Table 6.1: General comparison of external contract manufacturing (ECM) to in-house manufacturing

(IHM).

Direct

cost

Yield/

Testing

NRE Design plus

manufacturing time

Data

accuracy

ECM Î — 1 \(/) \

(compared to IHM)

| increase (large), y increase (small), J. decrease (large), \ decrease (small), —> as is

6.1.2. SOP vs. SOC

Similar to contract manufacturing, partitioning issues, i.e. the grouping of functional units to blocks to be

implemented in the same technology or device as described in Fig. 1.1, are also more of strategic and/or

historic nature, since a change has significant impact on lead times and cost structures. The most recent

"buzz word" gaining public interest is "System-on-a-chip (SOC) vs. System-on/in-a-package (SOP)" [22].
In the long run, an SOC shall include all functional units of a system, so far manufactured in various

semiconductor technologies, into a single piece of IC. SOP instead proposes the manufacturing of every

functional block with the best-suited technology leaving system integration to the surrounding package
level2.

Low-complexity SOC

Partitioning trade-offs of functional blocks into one piece or into many pieces of silicon have already been

the focus of many investigations, such as the "tiled silicon" approach [128]. Whereas this approach affected

only a small number of companies with freely partitionable logic and/or memory as for massively parallel

computing, today SOC is attractive for many companies with self-developed ASICs wanting to incorporate
external DSP and uC cores. Thus, intellectual property issues also have to be considered. These ASIC/DSP

devices are also the primary application fields identified by [22] which will act as SOC enabler to reduce

risks as legal and testing problems. We will denote them as "low-complexity" SOC, since they do not require
a significant technology leap, including only external cores of the same technology, embedded memory, RF,

and/or FPGA technology. "Low-complexity" SOC is expected to be established in the next 5 years [129].

High-complexity SOC

"High-complexity" SOCs require mixing systems that are much less related than "low-complexity" SOCs,

including logic and MEMS, sensors, or electro-optical technologies, where integration procedures still have

to be developed. Challenges comprise

• special wiring and metalization for high-performance analog and RF circuitry;

• special upper-layer processes and passivation for integrated MEMS;

• special localized processing for integrated optical sensors;

• use of discretionary implants for critical low-power regions of the chip, e.g. for dual threshold.
2Althoughthenamesarenew,theconceptsarenotcompletelyTheSOPismoreorlessthecontinuationofthemultichipmodule(MCM)technologyJackBälde(IPC)duringtheHDIntT2000inDenver"WheneversomebodysaysSOP,youshouldwashouthismouthbecausewhathereallymeansandshouldsayinsteadisMCM1"
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Table 6.2: Addedprocess complexity (number ofmask level)for SOC technologies, based on CMOS logic

[129].

Logic* SRAM Flash DRAM CMOS

RF

FPGA MEMS FRAM Chem

Sensors

Electro

Opt

Electro

Optical

5-8 6-9 9-12 9-13 8-12 7-10 7-18 9-13 7-14 0

Chem

Sensors

2-6 3-7 6-10 6-11 5-11 4-8 4-16 6-11 0

FRAM 4-5 3-4 7-9 2-3 7-10 6-7 9-15 0

MEMS 2-10 3-12 6-14 6-15 5-15 4-12 0

FPGA 2 2-4 4-6 3-7 5-7 0

CMOS RF 3-5 5-9 6-9 6-10 0

DRAM 4-5 3-4 7-9 0

Flash 4 3-4 0

SRAM 1-2 0

Logic 0

* Standard CMOS processes require from 10 (two metal layers) to 26 (seven metal layers) lithography steps [130]

Due to these challenges, the advent of "high-complexity" SOCs is not expected in the near future.

Quality will be an issue with SOC especially when integrating highly different technology cores, since

new fault models and new testability concepts have to be developed [129]. Also full test vector supply could

reveal more of the intellectual property than the core designer is willing to give away.

Extrapolating SOC Data

Unlike for the previous ECM vs. IHM considerations, for SOCs no simple quotations can be used to obtain

cost and yield data. Though massively higher integration and improved processes have mitigated the yield

problems compared to the wafer scale integration (WSI) days, yield still matters when incorporating e.g. RF

or MEMS functionality into CMOS. Currently, no realistic yield data is available. A hint for the complexity
increase inherent to SOC is the addition of mask levels (see Table 6.2).

State-of-the-art cost interpretation of the SOC approach is to incorporate additional features into the

standard CMOS process [129]. A basic model to generate numbers for cost, yield, and processing time

is therefore tied to the number
ofmasklevelsandsomescalingfactorscomparedtothisstandardCMOSprocess.Theyieldynofanewproduct,eitherusinganewtechnologymixorincorporatingmorefunctionalblocks,canbederivedfromtheyieldyeofanexistingproductbythefollowingextrapolation(Eq.6.1,[131]).where;Vn'Yyield^masks,e^masks,n^a^yield"Ts,yield^c^yield"'{yielde,^masks.n^fa,yteld'^fs,yteld'^ic,y%eldi^masks:enumberofmasksexistingproduct,numberofmasksnewproduct,areascalefactor,sensitivityfactor,f(featuresize),complexityfactor,f(no.ofgates).(6.1)(6.2)Similarconsiderationsleadtoanestimateforthecostc„ofanewSOCdevice,basedonthecostofanexistingCMOSdevicece(Eq.6.3):Cn^fcost'C-eii^mnsks^fcost,Jmasks.n^masks.e^fa,cost'^fd,costi(6.3)(6.4)
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where nmaskS}e

fJmasks,n

^)a:cost

^d:cost

number of masks existing product,

number of masks new product,

area scale factor,

design factor, f(feature size, routing density),

Again using the direct cost/yield/NRE parameters for comparison, SOC has a significantly higher in¬

vestment cost with possibly lower cost on the system level (reduction of packaging steps, reduction of

substrate/carrier sizes, lower system power consumption), driving down the system's direct cost. Instead,

SOP will bear higher cost per unit with lower investment. Considering production time, SOC fabrication has

higher lead times compared to SOP with off-the-shelf components, but in case an ASIC has to be fabricated

anyway, the lead times are comparable. Again, the basic considerations are summarized in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3: Influence ofSOC vs. SOP.

Direct

cost

Yield/

Testing

NRE Design plus

manufacturing time

Data

accuracy

low-complex SOC \ \ / S \

high-complex SOC -> 1 Î / \

( both compared to SOP)

| increase (large), /* increase (small), \ decrease (large), \ decrease (small), -

When evaluating SOC vs. SOP, the manufacturing model has to be adapted to include the new SOC

processing steps and other process steps influenced by the SOC approach (different design route, new

packaging concept).

6.2. Extending the Model

In principle, all four different concepts (HTM, ECM, SOC, SOP) can be mapped onto a MOE production
model for evaluation, since all processes could be broken down to their basic process steps. But from the

considerations above, we see that two important aspects have to be included to make a fair comparison:

• annual production quantity: the volume or number of units to be produced;

• production time: how long it takes to design, qualify, and manufacture an electronic product, includ¬

ing all lead times.

Generally, the two scenarios HTM and SOC are more suitable for high-volume applications, and in

general have a longer lead time. Therefore, for short product cycles/prototype volume products companies

prefer to use external manufacturing facilities and off-the-shelf components in an SOP; for products with

longer life cycles and/or driving mass volumes the setting up of an own fabrication line (IHM) and invest¬

ment into own components (e.g. SOC) pay off. Similar to the cost/quality tradeoff, no information exists on

when to switch between the alternatives.

In the following subsections we introduce ways to incorporate volume and production time aspects into

our MOE model in order to determine switching conditions.

6.2.1. Economics of Scale

Since the production volume itself is not to be optimized, being instead a specification, it is more appropriate
to include volume as a parameter, sampling rather discrete values than sweeping the entire range. When

analyzing different production volumes, an existing process can be scaled to the volume range of interest

and then be compared to another process.

We assume that changing the volume of a given process
hasonlyminimalinfluenceontheobjectivesqualityandproductiontime,butitsmainimpactoncost,namely•directcost,e.g.materialcost,isdrivendownwithhigherorderpurchasequantitiesandthereforewiththeproductionvolume,
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• NRE cost, i.e. high investment, design, and ramp up cost is spread among a higher number of units,

again driving the total cost down.

The yield loss is not affected by the volume since after a setup period it is independent from the number of

produced units, as we have seen in Fig. 3.12. The production volume in a MOE simulation is determined by
the number of units in a collector item, which is the number of units to be shipped N(Pshtp). This feature

is already implemented in the existing version.

An example for the two-dimensional cost/quality objective space can be found in Fig. 6.1, where we

have increased the annual production volume of the eCard study in chapter 5 from lO'OOO units to 200'000

units p.a. Although the supporting points of the two Pareto fronts look slightly different (which can also

be explained by the higher number of Pareto points conceded at the search), the general behavior and the

conclusions drawn from the parameters in section 5.3, which test to focus on first, do not change. The left

shift of the front results from the lower NRE-per-unit cost.

Final Pareto Set 10 000

Final Pareto Set 200 000

*K,

*x>K

380 400 420 440

Total Module Cost [a u ]

Figure 6.1: When increasing the production volume in the eCard study byfactor 20, the general behavior

ofthe Paretofront does not change. The left shift ofthefront resultsfrom the lower NRE-per-unit cost.

6.2.2. Including Product Development and Manufacturing Time

In order to include product development and manufacturing time into the set of optimization goals, similar

to cost and quality, in the MOE model time information has to be collected throughout the entire production

process.

Definition 6.1

Product Development and Manufacturing Time PT. The product development and manufacturing time

PT incorporates all the process time spans required to develop and to manufacture a HDP electronic prod¬
uct. The process time spans can be divided into two categories:

• independent, having no other predecessor process than the beginning ofproduction itself examples

for independent time spans are e.g. design times, component lead times, process setup times, etc.;

independent times are called lead times.

• dependent, where another process has to be completed before this process can start. Dependent time

spans comprise all manufacturing and testing times and are called manufacturing times.
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Every process step is characterized by both, lead time tiead}Pr0c ond manufacturing time tmanU}Proc.

Definition 6.1 follows the standard project planning procedure adopted by commercial planning tools

such as Microsoft® Project, defining an earliest starting time or predecessors for every task. A "task" can be

translated into a "process" in our context. The simplest way to collect manufacturing time information is to

add a time attribute to the colored tokens uj (cf. Def. 2.11 and Eq. 2.2), leading to Eq. 6.5 for a time-enhanced

token lv+ :

uj+ = {cost, time, errorl,.. .}; cost, time G M, all others G N. (6.5)

This manufacturing time information will be processed following similar firing rules as described in

section 2.5. Whereas for subsequent processes the manufacturing times will be added, for assembly steps

only the longest path has to be considered (Eq. 6.6):

Assembly step : Jtime = MAX\/mputsl(u)time^) (6.6)

\ l"manu,assembly ?

OUier prOCeSSeS . ^time ^ttme \ T"manu,other processes- (P- ')

The lead times will be evaluated separately, as these activities can be undertaken in parallel, and there¬

fore no synchronization is necessary (similar to the NRE cost considerations). Therefore, in analogy to

Eqs. 2.35 and 2.37, wedefinethetotalproductdevelopmentandmanufacturingtimePTasinEq.6.8,leadingtoEq.6.9PT=Manufact.TimeanprOC+LeadTimeanprOC(6.8)=ATCPTL^lUJttme+MAXftiead^aUproc)-(6.9)Unstop)N{pBhtp)Oncethetotalproductiontimehasbeencomputed,itcouldbeincludedintotheexistingcostobjective.Fig.6.2givesanexampleforsuchastrategywheretimeissuescanbetranslatedtototalunitcostusingacostcorrectionfactor.Ontheotherhand,this"costpenalty"approachrequirestheconstructionofamarketmodelincludingpredictionofthemarketbehaviorovertheentireproductlife,whichwebelieveisdifficulttoachieveaccurately.Moreover,the"penalty"approachbelongstotheclassofquasi-singleoptimizationproblemssuchasintroducedinsection4.1andsuffersfromthesameshortcomings,suchasunwillingcompensationofunder-performingobjectives.Inordertoavoidtheseshortcomings,weincludetheproductiontimeasathirdoptimizationobjectivenexttocostandquality.6.2.3.TrendAnalysisOncetheMOEcalculusisamendedwiththeproductiontimecalculation,afullcomparisonofmanufactur¬ingmodelscanbeconducted.Whennoaccuratedataisavailable,atleastatrendanalysiscanbeperformed.Inatrendanalysis,fortheinputparameterscost,yield/faultcoverage,andtime,onlyrangesarespec¬ified.EithertheparametersarelinkedtogetherlikeinTable4.5,wherecostparametersaredependenttotheyield/faultcoverageparameters,orallparameterscanvaryindependently.Foreveryscenariounderinvestigation,two"optimization"runshavetobeperformedtoobtainthewrappingParetofront:onerunminimizingcost,defectlevel,andtime,andanotherrunmaximizingthem.Then,similartoFig.4.15,anenvelopingbody,inthethree-dimensionalcaseabox,canbederived:Anysolutionbasedontheparameterrangesspecifiedislocatedinsidethisenvelopingbox.Forthistrendanalysis,werefrainedfromperformingafullnumericalstudyasinthepriorexamples,sincethemethodhasbeenverifiedinprinciplealreadyinthepreviouschapters.AnexampleofhowsuchacomparisonresultwouldlooklikeisgiveninFig.6.3.Thegraphcomparestwodifferentmanufacturingscenarios,thefirstusingSOP,thesecondusingSOC,fortwodifferentproductionvolumes(lowandhigh).Whensamplingthevolumes,awindowofopportunitycanbeidentifiedwhenbothsolutionsstarttooverlap.Forourchosenexample,weseethatunderhigh-volumeconditionstheSOPandtheSOCsolutionintersect.WithagraphlikeFig.6.3,acomparisonisstillverytediousasitishardtoidentifywhentheParetosolution
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Lost Revenue=

On-time Market Entry /Total Expected Revenue *

d(3w-d)

2w2

d: market entry delay

^ 2w: product market window

CD

c

CD

>
CD

* Time

Development &

Manufacturing Phase f Exploitation Phase t1+2w

Figure 6.2: Zate market entry due to product development and manufacturing time overrun (PT2) could be

translated into a cost penalty affecting net profit loss: model preconditions are that revenue ramp up and

product market window are constant (example after [110, 132]). This model could be a SOP solution, where

the market exit time is given by the launch ofthe next IC generation. But since the accurate estimation of
a market revenue model is very cumbersome, using PT as a third objective is believed to be the better

alternative.

switches from SOP to SOC and vice versa. A better solution would be to have a model integrating both

SOP and SOC, so an analysis of the Pareto front parameters would indicate when to change the partitioning

concept.

6.3. Examples

This section provides short examples illustrating the SOC vs. SOP and ECM vs. IHM trade-off areas. Since

no accurate data was available to perform elaborate case studies, the examples sketch only the various

scenarios, comparing rather "working points" than doing a full trend analysis as in Fig. 6.3.

The first example discusses the move from external contract manufacturing to in-house manufacturing
for the GPS module from Example 3.1.

Example 6.1 (cf. Example 3.1)

For the GPSMS1® the assembly shall be done internally to reduce the cost, thus increasing the profit margin.
Thefollowing implications have to be considered3 :

• For low annual quantities ofabout 10'000 units, the component cost will roughly increase by 5%, al¬

though the ECM's additionalfee of8% to the component costfor procurement, storage, and logistics
can now be removed. The reason is the significantly lower purchase cost the ECM can achieve due

to its overall purchase quantity and negotiation power. Moreover, for IHM now own logistics costs

(=NRE) have to be taken into account.

• The direct costfor the assembly decreases by roughly 80%, but in turn equipment costs of3Mio a.u.

for afull SMD line plus test equipment have to be depreciated over 5 years, plus 100 '000 a. u. annual

running costs.

• While the selection ofa qualifiedECMand time-to-volume took 6 months with costs ofabout 100 '000

a.u. (to be depreciated over 2years), equipment installation, andyieldramp up demanded 1 year with

additional expenses of1Mio a.u. (to be depreciated over 5 years). Since only centeredprocesses are

compared, all the yield data is to be the same as in Example 3.1.

3The data is based on assumptions.
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DLsoc < DLsop

! SOC model
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High Volume:

(best solution)
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PTsoc > PTsop

DLsoc < DLsop

CostC

Figure 6.3: Example for comparing an SOP and SOC solution at different production volumes after the

MOE/EA enhancement with the production time a) for the lower volume, SOP offers shorter production
time and lower cost, b) when the volume is increased, especially the cost improvesfor SOC, since the large

up-front investment can be spread among a higher number ofunits produced The boxes mark the max-min

range enveloping all results ofa specific model (cf the rectangular envelopesfrom Fig 4 15), the supporting

points indicate the best solution achievable with this model
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In order to fully benefitfrom the setting up ofan own in-house assemblyfacility, higher annual production

quantities ofl '000 '000 units also have to be studied.

• For both scenarios, IHM and ECM, the component cost will equally decrease by 5% from today's
cost.

• The ECM assembly cost reduces by 10%, and also the in-house cost goes down to lower material

costs and machine utilization.

The cost/yield implications of all scenarios can be found in Table 6.4. Fig. 6.4 shows the MOE model

used for both IHM and ECM manufacturing of the GSP module.

Substrate 80/80/250

>

I DO
Component

DSP die

Solder Front I

\ ID2
\ Assembly

ID13
Component

Hitachi uC die

in1

m2

in3

ID6
Process

Wire Bonding 0 99999

ID4
Component

Die Attach

SRAM & Flash dies

5601 10"

Modules to be shipped
Metal Cap

Final Test (2min 4 stations)

Figure 6.4: MOEprocess model representing the external as well as in-house manufacturing ofa com¬

plete GPS receiver (cf. Fig. 3.9).

Example 6.1 (continued) Fig. 6.5 presents the cost result details for the four different scenarios from
Table 6.4. Setting the (existing) low-volume scenario "ECM, 10'000 units" to 100%, the respective low-

volume IHMsetup results in a 60% cost overrun, which is driven by the high NREpart, while having lower

direct cost and yield loss than ECM. Switching to high volumes of lMio units a year, the IHM scenario

now winds upfirst due to its lower direct cost. For high volumes the NRE cost is almost negligible for both

options.

Combining all three objectives, cost ("total cost"), quality ("DL"), and time ("PT"), in a radar plot
as shown in Fig. 6.6, we find that for low volumes the ECM approach equals or supersedes IHMfor all

objectives. The assumption of similar yield andfault coverage data for centered processes in-house and

externally gives the same defect level; the lead time to achieve such a centered process favors the ECM

solution. With a production line already available in-house, both options would offer the same lead times,

without loss ofgenerality. Moving to higher volumes, the situation does not changefor DL and PT, while

IHM is now the most cost-effective choice.

Summarizing thefindings, we can say that under the condition ofa market volume of5Mio units over 5

years, which allow to fully depreciate the equipment investment, the move towards IHMwould bejustified.
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Table 6.4: Partial cost for the ECM vs. IHM scenarios; data is confidential and therefore given only in

arbitrary cost units a.u.; all data imply a wire bondMCM-L build-up with 80/80/250 design rules.

(all cost au) ECM, 10k IHM
,
10k ECM, Mio IHM lMio

(existing solution)
DC NRE DC NRE DC NRE DC NRE

DSP 8 50 8 92 all 8 07 8 07 all

pC 5 75 6 03 comps 5 46 5 46 comps

SRAM/Flash 6 50 6 82 10k 6 14 6 14 10k

Substrate 4 25 4 46 logistics 4 03 4 03 logistics

Assembly 18 20 3 20 3Mio 16 34 2 50 3Mio

back side

Solder front 1138 2 30 100k 10 24 2 00 100k

(Depr period) (5yrs) (5yrs)

Setup efforts 100k lMio 100k lMio

(Depr period) (2yrs) (5yrs) (2yrs) (5yrs)

M NRE

DYieldLoss

DirCost

ECM, 10'000 IHM, lO'OOO ECM, l'000'OOO IHM, I'OOO'OOO

Units Units Units Units

Scenario

Figure 6.5: Cost resultsfor thefour scenarios: with the initial low production volume, the ECMsolution is

more cost effective, while IHMpays offwhen moving to higher quantities. The lower yield loss values can

be explained with lower direct costper module sorted out.

Total Cost [rel to ECM 10k]
2/t

PT [yrs]

Total Cost [rel to ECM 10k]
2/t

DL[1000ppm] PT[yrs] DL[1000ppm]

I IHM, 10'000 Units

I ECM, 10'000 Units

I IHM, I'OOO'OOO Units

I ECM, I'OOO'OOO Units

Figure 6.6: Comparison ofall three objectives cost, quality, andproduct development timefor the ECMvs.

IHM (the smaller the value the better): while for the low volume ECM is equal/superior in all objectives

(left), the IHMscenario surpasses the ECM cost-wise when the production quantity increases.
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The second example discusses the move from a system-on-a-package to a system-on-a-chip for the GPS

module from Example 4.3.

Example 6.2 (cf. Example 4.3)

In this example we will investigate the benefits for the two-chip GPS SOP ofExample 4.3 when moving

towards a single-chip solution.

In order to integrate the RFfront end chip (BiCMOS) and the correlator (CMOS), the two technologies
have to be merged. According to Table 6.2, this merger results in an RF CMOS technology, requiring up to

50% more masks compared to the correlator. In the next step, we have to identify the scalingfactors 7cost

and-fyieid.

lyieid'- Since the area ofthe RF chip is roughly 25% ofthe correlator one's, and hardly any connections,

area, or I/O pads can be spared, the area scaling factor ja,yieid ls assumed to be 1.2. The risk

ofintegrating analog noise-sensitive structures into a CMOS device will be paid with a complexity

scalingfactor ^cyieid of1.2 as well. The sensitivityfactor ^{s,yieid remains at 1.

7cost! The area scalingfactor 7a,Cost is also set to 1.2, the design scalingfactor is not required and set to

1.

Using Eqs. 6.1 to 6.4, the yield and costfor the RF-correlator SOC device can be extrapolated. Further

implicationsfor the SOC scenario are:

• Although external passive components are still requiredfor the GPS single-chip package (SCP), the

substrate type changes to a simple interposer, therefore reducing its cost and increasing the yield.

• Moreover, the assembly costfor this SCP decreases, the preliminary tests fc\ and fc2 have to be

merged as well.

• While the design lead timefor an SOC integration is about 4 months longer (compared to one year),

bearing approx. 900'000 a.u. additional cost, the SCP manufacturing time is two instead offour
weeksfor every 100 '000 units.

The cost/yield implications of the SOP/SOC scenarios can be found in Table 6.5. Fig. 6.7 shows the

simple MOE model used for the SOP implementation, Fig. 6.8 the one for the SOC case. For this example,
the MOE model had to be adjusted

sincethemanufacturingflowisdifferent.Example6.2(continued)Fig.6.9presentsthecostresultdetailsforthethreedifferentimplementationsfromTable6.5.WhileforlowvolumesSOCisnomatchforSOPduetoitssevereNREpenalty,forhighervolumesthecostcomesinacomparablerange,profitingfromlowerdirectcostandthusloweryieldloss.IDOComponentRF-y1ID13ComponentCorrelator-y2ReroutingRepair-y3fMCMstobeshippedFigure6.7:MOESOPmanufacturingmodelfortheGPSRFfrontend(cf.Fig.

4.11).
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Table 6.5: Partial datafor the SOP vs. SOC scenarios; cost data is confidential and therefore given only
in arbitrary cost units a.u.

(all cost in a u
,

yield in %)

SOP, 10k

(existing solution)
DC y NRE

SOC, 10k

DC | y NRE

SOC, lMic

DC | y NRE

RF (yl) 9 00 90 n/a n/a

DSP (y2)
Correlator

4 90 98 n/a n/a

RF CMOS

SOC (yl)

n/a 8 80 89 5 900k 8 80 89 5 900k

Rework (y3) 137 0 69 obsolete obsolete

Substrate (y4) 4 96 99 2 96 | 99 9 | 2 96 | 99 9 |
TestRF(fcl) 0 90 90 n/a n/a

Test DSP (fc2) 196 98 n/a n/a

Test RF CMOS

SOC(fcl)

n/a 2 86 95 2 86 95

Final Test (fc4) 9 92 99 9 92 99 9 92 99

Assembly/
Die Attach

ext system

72 54 100 70 00 100 70 00 100

Moving to the radar plot combining the three objectives (Fig. 6.10), we see thatfor low volumes the

SOC approach is onlyfavorable in terms ofdefect level. Moving to higher volumes and extrapolating the

totalproduct design and manufacturing timefor SOP, wefind that with SOC lMio units can be produced in

the same time range as with SOP, even minimally shorter (1 month). Also, in terms ofcost now minimally
lower amounts are reached.

Drawing an overall conclusion on the SOP vs. SOCfindings, we see that in this case the SOC margin is

very close. Taking into account

• that the ^-scalingfactors only have been estimated

• and that RF CMOS integration has a known risk ofexcess noise endangering performance,

the use ofSOC is at least questionable unless the performance concerns are overcome. Again, as in the last

example, a market volume oflMio units over a year is mandatory to ensure a low NRE share.

SCP Substrate - y4

SOC-RF/DSP RF CMOS

MCMsto be shipped

Figure 6.8: MOE SOC manufacturing modelfor the GPSRFfront end.
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Figure 6.9: Cost results for the three scenarios: again setting the existing SOP low-volume solution to

100%, the low-volume SOC approach fails to show any cost benefits. Even when moving to higher quanti¬

ties, the profit is below 10% (compared to the low-volume SOP cost, which is also certain to decrease with

the quantity).

Total Cost [rel to SOP 10k]
2a

PT [yrs]

Total Cost [rel to SOP 10k]
2a

DL [5000*ppm]

1SOP, 10'000 Units

ISOC, 10'000 Units

PT [yrs]
' DL [5000*ppm]

SOP, 1'OOO'OOO Units

SOC, 1'OOO'OOO Units

Figure 6.10: Comparison of all three objectives cost, quality, and product development time for SOP vs.

SOC (the smaller the value the better): Offering only superior defect level for the low volume, for high
volumes SOC is at least capable of closing the gap cost- and time-wise. Still, the SOC advantage is not

encouraging enough to clearlyfavor this solution.
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6.4. Summary

In this chapter we showed that the "sea of production choices" consists not only of the number of various

component and manufacturing technologies, but also, on a higher level, of different fabrication business

models and alternative partitioning concepts. These two aspects can also be investigated using an amended

MOE model incorporating production time in a similar manner as the cost issue.

Since for fabrication and partitioning issues even less precise data information is available, a trend

analysis is more appropriate. The representation of the SOC processing on the basis of the number of mask

levels (see [129]) may be seen as a hint for this notion. We have presented some models to extrapolate
SOC cost and yield, based on scaling factors and the number of mask levels, and have illustrated how

a comparison for ECM vs. IHM and SOP vs. SOC could look. Given value ranges for cost, yield/fault

coverage, and time parameters, a box enveloping all possible solutions can be derived to compare different

scenarios.

The following chapter summarizes the entire work and sheds some light on possible future work.
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Summary and Outlook

In Section 7.1 we review the research objective claimed in chapter 1, summarize our achievements, and

tackle limitations envisaged throughout the work. Section 7.2 outlines some pieces of future research work

to be undertaken.

7.1. Achievements and Fundamental Novel Results

The two primary research objectives were:

Objective I: to develop a model that incorporates all relevant aspects of manufacturing an existing HDP

product in order to produce the metrics cost and quality.

Objective II to make this model scalable to all types of HDP technologies.

In order to accomplish these two objectives, we analyzed different types of cost modeling approaches

(section 2.2). The most promising approach found was process-oriented cost modeling, due to its applica¬

bility to all existing and future HDP technologies. We further examined different HDP processes in order to

identify the main "building blocks" for such processes (section 2.3). Since in most cases HDP process inter¬

actions are described as flow graph, we used a Petri net approach, being a specific type of graphs especially
suited for production modeling (section 2.5). By employing colored tokens for this Petri net, we were able

to map the calculation of cost and quality equations directly to the evaluation of the Petri net (section 2.6).
We implemented the five basic transition types for this Petri net, representing the "building blocks" for

HDP processes. Because all other transitions can be constructed using these basic transitions, the scalability
to all types of HDP technologies is ensured, overcoming the main drawback of other modeling approaches.
For the colored HDP Petri net model, a graphical description language MOE together with a user interface

has been set up (section 3.1).

Examples have shown how to analyze an existing process, set up a model, and obtain input data (sec¬
tions 3.2 and 3.3).

Objective III: to automate the cost/quality trade-off and to develop a method that gives decision support.

To compare different cost/quality results, a ranking scheme had to be found. Selecting the Pareto ap¬

proach, we pleaded for "true" multi-objective optimization to avoid possible compensation of underper-

forming objectives and to enable search space exploration (section 4.1). Because the search space could

embrace too many solutions to be exploited manually, an automated search was required. We adopted an

evolutionary algorithm by creating own encoding and recombination schemes and by coupling the EA to

MOE for fitness extraction (section 4.2). Using an example case study for a GPS production, this approach
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has been verified (section 4.3). Combining for the first time the Pareto scheme with a cost/quality trade-off,

a method has been created to identify turning points, where further quality improvements do not make sense

anymore from an economical point of view.

The post-optimization procedure comprised the analysis of the parameters constituting the Pareto front

solution and a stability analysis of a possible trade-off point. The reason for this stability investigation is to

ensure that a drift of these "working point" parameters after adoption in the real process results only in a

tolerable shift of the metrics cost and quality. Moreover, general considerations on Pareto front types have

been discussed (section 4.4).
The application of the mechanism to an early-design trade-off for a smart card production pointed out

the difficulty of extracting reliable data.

Objective IV: to show how the trade-off concept can be used to cope with fabrication (ECM) and parti¬

tioning issues (e.g. SOC/SOP).

The stability investigation also laid the fundamentals for considerations on more general fabrication

and partitioning concepts. An analysis of the concepts showed that for proper evaluation production time

and production volume also have to be included as metrics (section 6.1). Whereas volume investigations
can be implemented as a parametric set of solutions, the production time should be included as a third

objective. A time calculation model similar to the cost has been presented. Using the stability concept, trend

analyses, where no definite data is available, can also be conducted (section 6.2). After implementation of

this concept, it will be possible to determine when to change partitioning and fabrication concepts.

Limitations

The quality of the results relies heavily on the quality of the input data, and therefore the majority of the

modeling and analysis work should be dedicated to data mining activities described in section 3.2. As the

author had to experience, this is not always a simple job due to the fact that yield, test, and cost data is

highly confidential intellectual property. Most of the data for the case studies has been obtained under a

non-disclosure agreement or a research contract in the product prototyping phase. No further data has been

shared during fabrication, and thus it was not possible to compare the findings with statistical production
data.

7.2. Future Work

Future activities should head in two different directions: enhancement of the model itself and enhancement

of the design space exploration.

Enhancement of the Model: Switching between Submodels

After implementation of the third optimization objective, as outlined in section 6.2, the encoding scheme

could be extended to incorporate more than a single manufacturing model. So far, the search algorithm

supports only parameter variation within a single model, but using a gene switching between several hidden

alternative manufacturing options (see Fig. 7.1) would open the route towards a simpler comparison of

different scenarios.

Unlike in the trend analysis from Fig. 6.3, where intersecting envelopes for the two distinct SOP and

SOC models had to be analyzed to decide when to change from SOP to SOP, a single MOE model incorpo¬

rating model switching would result in a single Pareto front.
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submodel parameters

^ switch on SOC model SOP model main >

y switch off SOC model SOP model main >

submodel activation

Figure 7.1: Part ofa one-chromosome individual similar to Fig. 4.7: depending on the actual switch value,

a specific submodel would be selected using either an SOP or an SOC setup (selected branch markedgray).

Performance

Barriers

Figure 7.2: Design space exploration model: parallel exploitation to search the design spacefaster, branch¬

ing when appropriate (First-level interconnectflip chip can use MCM-D or MCM-L substrates, ...) and

abandon solutions whenever specifications are not met at performance barriers (..., but with MCM-L the

number ofinterconnect layers required violate the cost barriersfor the substrate.).
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Enhancement of the Design Space Exploration: Including more Issues

A next step would be to combine the cost/quality optimization with other performance assessments, such as

routing density, signal integrity, etc. Part of this work has been accomplished by linking MOE to JavaCAD,

a tool for placement/routing analysis [133] and to the commercial software EDANavigator from Xynetix,
now Avant! [108, 134].

For a fully automated design space exploration there is still a long way to go. Although a tool chain

for analyzing the different implementations seems to be available, the pure formal number of possibilities
exceeds the analysis capacity. For an experienced design engineer this number reduces by orders of mag¬

nitude within the first few moments working on the design, intuitively ruling out infeasible solutions. A

promising procedure recently proposed in [133] exploits several possible first and second interconnect im¬

plementations in parallel and only sorts out solutions violating performance boundaries (see Fig. 7.2). This

procedure is an adoption of the graph theory's "branch-and-bound" [66, 69], and could also be automated

using the fitness concept of evolutionary algorithms.



Glossary

Sealars

C(PX) Capacity or maximum number of tokens in place Px

DC Direct cost

DL Defect level

E Edge of a graph

F Fitness of an individual

G(V,E) Graph

Gd{V,E) Directed graph

HTX} Input function of Tx in a Petri net

N(PX) Number of tokens in place Px

NRE Non-recurring expenditure

Npareto Size of the Pareto set

^
pop

Size of population

0{TX} Output function of Tx in a Petri net

P Place in a Petri net

PT Product development and manufacturing time

QL Quality level

àPareto Pareto set; external elitist population

^pop Population

T Transition in a Petri net

TT Test transparency

V Node of a graph

YL Yield loss

a, ß Inclination of the population shape

er Dielectric permittivity

Icosti lyield Technology scaling factor for cost and yield

Lu Colored token in a Petri net

C Cost

d~(*),d+(*) Incoming and outcoming degree of node i

fc Fault coverage

n0 Fault clustering factor

l^max rework Maximum number of rework repetitions for a repair step

T^maxgen Maximum number of generations

lïparam Number of parameters to be coded in a chromosome

Tlrep Number of repetitions in a process step

Tfjres Bit resolution of a gene

p Probability

Per os s
Crossover probability

Pmut Mutation probability

r(ii,ik) Route through a graph

tlead,proc Lead time of a process step

T"trianu,proc Manufacturing time of a process step

y Yield of a component or process



Glossary

Vectors

X Decision space

Y Objective space

f Target function vector

i Individual

x Decision vector

y Objective vector

Abbreviations

uC Microcontroller

A/D Analog/Digital

AFIS Automatic Fingerprint Identification System

AOI Automated Optical Inspection

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange

ASIC Application Specific IC

ATPG Automated Test Pattern Generator

BCB Benzo Cyclo Butène

BIST Built-in Self Test

BP Band Pass

CA Conductive Adhesives

COO Cost of Ownership

CSP Chip Size or Scale Package

CostAS Cost Assessment System

DC Direct Current

DRAM Dynamic RAM

DSP Digital Signal Processor

EA Evolutionary Algorithm

ECM External Contract Manufacturing

EDA Early Design Analysis

EEPROM Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory

EP Evolution Programming

ES Evolution Strategies

ESD Electro-static Discharge

FC Flip Chip

FCT Functional Test

FEM Finite Element Modeling

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array

FR4 Fire Retardant, Class 4

FRAM Ferroelectric RAM

GA Genetic Algorithm

GP Genetic Programming

GPS Global Positioning System

GSPN Generalized Stochastic Petri Net

HC Hill Climbing

HDP High Density Packaging

HTCC High Temperature Co-fired Ceramics



HW Hardware

IC Integrated Circuit

ICT In-Circuit Test

IDEF Integrated DEFinition methodology for process representation

IF Intermediate Frequency

IHM In-house Manufacturing

ISO International Organization for Standardization

IddQ Quiescent current

JTAG Joint Test Action Group

KGD Known Good Die

LNA Low-noise Amplifier

MCM Multichip Module

MEMS Micro Electro Mechanical Systems

MOE Modular Optimization Environment

MPW Multi-project Wafer

NDA Non-disclosure Agreement

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer

PBO Poly Benz Oxazole

PCB Printed Circuit Board, also called Printed Wiring Board

PDA Personal Digital Assistant

QFP Quad Flat Package

RF Radio Frequency

RND() Pseudo-random number generator

ROM Read Only Memory

SA Simulated Annealing

SBU Sequential Build Up

SCP Single-chip Package

SMD Surface Mount Devices

soc System-on-a-Chip

SOP/SIP System-on/in-a-Package

SPEA Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm

SRAM Static RAM

SW Software

TA Threshold Accepting

TAB Tape Automated Bonding

TQM Total Quality Management

VCO Voltage-controlled Oscillator

WB Wire Bonding

a.u. Arbitrary cost units

ppm Parts per million, 10~6
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